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ABSTRACT
A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT TO WHICH EIGHTEEN BASIC MIDDLE
SCHOOL PRINCIPLES ARE CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED IN MASSACHUSETTS
MAY 1992

MICHAEL ROONEY

B.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

M.ED. ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY
Ed.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Harvey Scribner

The purpose of this study was to determine the degree to which basic principles and
characteristics associated with quality education in middle grade schools are currently
implemented in public schools in the state of Massachusetts. The population targeted for
participation in the study was middle schools and junior high schools in Massachusetts.
The sample of schools included 125 schools chosen at random from the total population.

A search of the literature was conducted to identify those principles and
characteristics most commonly associated with the delivery of quality educational programs
and services to students in middle grade schools. This list was selected based on an
examination of the relevant educational research and similar studies conducted over the past
twenty years. The principles focused attention upon the areas of continuous progress
programs, the use of a multi-media approach to instruction, flexible scheduling, provisions
for students' social, physical, and creative experiences, guidance services, team teaching,
intramural activities, planned gradualism in programming, exploratory/enrichment
programs, independent study opportunities, basic learning skills extension, programs to
promote students' feelings of security, student evaluation procedures, community relations,
specialized student services, and the use of auxiliary staff. The search also established the
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relevance and credibility of those principles in an examination of the research conducted in
the area of middle level education.

A survey instrument was developed for the purpose of examining middle grade
principals' perceptions of the degree to which the identified principles were currently
implemented in their schools. The survey contained several items matched to each of the
principles which measured different aspects of the content of the principles.

The analysis of survey responses indicated that the basic principles are currently
implemented in Massachusetts middle grade schools to varying degrees. The results
represent a greater degree of implementation of the principles in all but one area when
compared with the results of similar studies conducted in other states in past years.

An analysis of variance between those schools identified by title as middle schools
and junior high schools revealed significant differences in the implementation of three of
the eighteen principles, while similar analyses based on the grade organization and
philosophy of the school showed significant differences in implementation of the principles
to a greater degree.

The primary conclusion of the study was that the results indicate a consistently
higher degree of implementation of the principles in Massachusetts schools than in other
states based on the results of past studies. The overall percentage of implementation of the
eighteen principles in Masssachusetts middle grade schools was 65.8%. The difference in
the degree of implementation of the principles was very small in schools identified by tide
as middle schools or junior high schools. The differences became more pronounced when
the factors of grade organization and philosophical orientation were examined.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

During the past twenty years there has been considerable debate within the
educational community over the issue of middle level education, the term which is generally
used to cover the education of students from ages ten to fourteen in grades six through
nine. The interest in reform at the middle level of public education culminated in the release
of several significant studies and reports in 1983.<1> Research since 1983 has further
examined the definition of middle level education, components of successful programs, and
the status of middle level programs in the schools.<2>

Numerous studies have pointed to the unique nature of the learner in the middle
grades and the educational programming necessary to produce a quality education for
students at that level. Many other studies have focused on identifying those principles and
characteristics which are most important for the provision of sound educational programs in
middle grade schools. Still other studies have been devoted to a comparison of the
effectiveness of the two conceptual models most commonly associated with education at the
middle level--the junior high school and the more recent middle school. The development
of these two models as the predominant choices for education at the middle level is
discussed in more detail in chapter 2.
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The debate over the relative effectiveness of these two models in meeting the unique
needs of the transescent has endured. The reorganization of local schools from a junior
high school to a middle school educational format has generally resulted from a
determination by middle school proponents that the philosophy and curriculum of the
middle school are a more appropriate strategy for meeting the needs of transescent students,
while junior high schools, as currently implemented, are inappropriate. The challenge to
this notion, which has been supported by several studies cited in this document, is that
middle schools have differed from junior high schools more in name than in substance.

Some research has even suggested that such reorganization has been undertaken not
so much to improve the quality of education as it has been to solve building/space problems
or satisfy mandated shifts in students populations related to court-ordered desegregation.
Proponents of junior high schools have suggested that the needs of students can be met
appropriately with more concentration of staff development and improved facilities.

This study was designed to replicate previous studies and what they have
accomplished-namely to determine the current level of implementation of basic middle
school principles and characteristics identified in the literature as being fundamental to
effective education at the middle level.

Significance

The importance of conducting a study similar to those conducted twenty years ago
lies in trying to ascertain whether or not progress has been made by middle level schools in
implementing the basic principles associated with the movement to reform educational
practices in these schools or whether "the middle school movement will duplicate the junior
high school and simply compound the problem of educational programming for transescent
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youth”.<3> Specifically this study sought to provide a report on the degree to which
middle grade schools in the state of Massachusetts are implementing those basic principles
and characteristics originally enunciated by Riegle in his study conducted in 1971 and
replicated by several other researchers in the ensuing years.

Definition of Terms

The following terms which appear frequently throughout this document have very
specific and specialized meanings within the context of the study. The definitions are
provided to aid in a more complete understanding and interpretation of the study.
TRANSESCENT- This term refers to a child in the stage of development which begins
prior to the onset of puberty and extends through the early stages of adolescence. Since
puberty does not occur for all at precisely the same chronological age in terms of human
development, the transescent designation is based on many physical, social, emotional, and
intellectual changes in body chemistry that appear prior to the puberty cycle to the time in
which the body gains a practical degree of stabilization over these complex changes. The
range of this transitional stage is generally considered to be btween ages ten and fourteen.
MIDDLE GRADE SCHOOL - This term refers to any school offering an educational
program to students between grades five and nine and including, in all cases, grades seven
and eight
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL- This term refers to any school identified as such by title and
generally-but not exclusively-containing grades seven through nine.
MIDDLE SCHOOL - This term refers to any school identified as such by title and generally
including any combination of grades between five and eight

Riegle(1971) identified a list of eighteen principles and characteristics which the
accumulated research on middle grades schools had shown to be fundamental to quality
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educational programming at the middle level in public schools.<4> This list has frequently
been cited by other researchers as an accepted summary of important characteristics
associated with a quality program of education at the middle level.<5x6x7><8><9>
This list has also become a standard which several other researchers used in subsequent
studies in other states. The list includes:

CONTINUOUS PROGRESS: The middle school program should feature a
nongraded organization that allows students to progress at their own
individual rate regardless of chronological age. Individual differences are at
the most pronounced stage during the transescent years. Chronological
groups tend to ignore the span of individual differences. The curriculum
built on continuous progress is typically composed of sequenced
achievement levels or units or work. As a student completes a unit of work
in a subject, he moves on to the next unit. This plan utilizes programmed
and semi-programmed instructional materials, along with teacher-made
units.
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH: The middle school program should
offer to students a wide range of easily accessible instructional materials, a
number of explanations, and a choice of approaches to the topic.
Classroom activities should be planned around a multi-material approach
rather than a basic textbook organization.
Maturity levels, interest areas, and student backgrounds vary greatly
at this age and these variables need to be considered when materials are
selected. The middle-school-aged youngster has a range biologically and
psychologically anywhere from seven years old to nineteen years old. Their
cognitive development, according to Piaget, progresses through different
levels, too. (Limiting factors include environment, physical development,
experiences, and emotions.)
The middle school youngster is in one of two stages: preparation for
and organization of concrete operations and the period of formal operations.
These students have short attention spans. Variation in approach and
variable materials should be available in the school program to meet the
various needs and abilities and to help the teachers retain the students'
interest.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES: The middle school should provide a schedule
based on educational needs rather than standardized time periods. It should
be used as a teaching aid rather than a control device.
Movement should be permissive and free rather than dominated by
the teacher. Variations of classes and the length of class time as well as
variety of group size will help a student become capable of assuming
responsibility for his own learning.
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES: The program should provide experiences
appropriate for the transescent youth and should not emulate the social
experiences of the senior high school. Social activities that duplicate high
school programs are inappropriate for middle school students. The stages
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of their social development are diverse and the question of immaturity is
pertinent in the planning of activities for this age level.
The preadolescent and early adolescent undergoes changes which
affect the self concept. The youngster is in an in-between world, separate
from the family and the rest of the adult world.
This is a time of sensitivity and acute perception, a crucial time in
preparation for adulthood. It is the age of sex-role identification. The
youngsters model themselves after a same-sex adult and seek support from
the same-sex peer group.
The youngster needs to be accepted by the peer group. The attitudes
of the group affect the judgment of the individual child. There is the
necessity for developing many social skills—especially those regarding the
opposite sex. Common areas should be provided in the building for social
interaction among small groups.
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES: The middle school curricular programs
should provide physical activities based only on the students' needs.
Involvement in the program as a participant rather than as a spectator is
critical for students. A broad range of experiences that provide physical
activity for all students should center their activity upon helping students
understand and use their bodies.
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES: The middle school program should feature
intramural activities that place an emphasis on the cooperative and
noncompetitive aspect of athletics.
TEAM TEACHING: The middle school program should be organized in
part around team teaching patterns that allow students to interact with a
variety of teachers in a wide range of subject areas. Team teaching is
intended to bring to students a variety of resource persons.
Team teaching provides an opportunity for teacher talents to reach
greater numbers of students and for teacher weaknesses to be minimized.
This organizational pattern requires teacher planning time and an
individualized student program if it is to function most effectively.
PLANNED GRADUALISM: The middle school should provide
experiences that assist early adolescents in making the transition from
childhood dependence to adult independence, thereby helping them to
bridge the gap between elementary school and high school.
The transition period is marked by new physical phenomena in boys
and girls which bring about the need for learning to manage their bodies and
erotic sensations without embarrassment. Awareness of new concepts of
self and new problems of social behavior and the need for developing many
social skills is relevant.
There is a responsibility to help the rapidly developing person assert
his right to make many more decisions about his own behavior, his social
life, management of money, and choice of friends.
EXPLORATORY AND ENRICHMENT STUDIES: The program should
be broad enough to meet the individual interests of the students for which it
was designed. It should widen the range of possible educational training a
student can experience. Elective courses should be a part of the program of
every student during his years in the middle school.
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Levels of retention are increased when students learn by "doing" and
understanding is more complete when viewed from a wide range of
experiences. Time should be spent enriching the student's concept of
himself and the world around him, rather than learning subject matter in the
traditional form. A student should be allowed to investigate his interests on
school time, and to progress on his own as he is ready.
GUIDANCE SERVICES: The middle school program should include both
group and individual guidance services for all students. Highly
individualized help that is of a personal nature is needed.
Each teacher should counsel the child regarding his learning
opportunities and progress in respective areas. Each child should perhaps
be a member of a home-base group led by a teacher-counselor, someone
who watches out for his welfare. Puberty and its many problems require
expert guidance for the youngsters, so a professional counselor should be
available to the individual youngster.
INDEPENDENT STUDY: The program should provide an opportunity for
students to spend time studying individual interests or needs that do not
appear in the organized curricular offerings.
A child's own intellectual curiosity may motivate him to carry on
independently of the group, with the teacher serving as a resource person.
Independent study may be used in connection with organized knowledge, or
with some special interest or hobby.
BASIC SKILL REPAIR AND EXTENSION: Because of individual
differences some youngsters have not entirely mastered the basic skills.
These students should be provided organized opportunities to improve their
skills. Learning must be made attractive and many opportunities to practice
reading, listening, asking questions, etc. must be planned in every
classroom. Formal specialized instruction in the basic skills may be
necessary and should be available.
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES: The middle school program should include
opportunities for students to express themselves in creative ways. Student
newspapers; student dramatic creations; musical programs; and other
student-centered , student-directed, student -developed activities should be
encouraged.
There should be time allowed for thinking without pressure, and a
place for unusual ideas and unusual questions to be considered with respect.
Media for expressing the inner feelings should be provided.
SECURITY FACTOR: The program should provide every student with a
security group: a teacher who knows him well and whom he relates to in a
positive manner, a peer group that meets regularly and represents more than
administrative convenience in its use of time.
EVALUATION: The middle school program should provide an evaluation
of a student's work that is personal, positive in nature, nonthreatening, and
strictly individualized. The student should be allowed to assess his own
progress and plan for future progress.
A student needs more information than a letter grade provides, and
he needs more security than the traditional evaluation system offers.
Traditional systems seem to be punitive. The middle school youngster
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needs a supportive atmosphere to generate confidence and a willingness to
explore new areas of learning.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: The middle school should develop and
maintain a varied program of community relations. Programs to inform, to
entertain, to educate, and to understand the community as well as other
activities should be a part of the basic operation of the school.
The middle school houses students at a time when they are eager to
be involved in activities with their parents. The school should encourage
this natural attitude. The middle school has facilities that can be used to
good advantage by community groups.
STUDENT SERVICES: The middle school should provide a broad
spectrum of specialized services for students. Community, county, and state
agencies should be utilized to expand the range of specialists to its broadest
possible extent!
AUXILIARY STAFFING: The middle school should utilize a highly
diversified array of personnel such as volunteer parents, teacher aides,
clerical aides, student volunteers, and other types of support staffing that
help to facilitate the teaching staff.

The present study also focused on the question as to whether or not programs and
schools identified specifically as "middle schools" in the state of Massachusetts are actively
practicing those principles generally ascribed to the "middle school movement". This
becomes significant when you consider that middle schools are generally represented as
something very different from a junior high school or intermediate school. These
differences are examined in detail in chapter 2. The study attempted to determine if there is
any significant difference in the implementation of basic characteristics in schools identified
as middle schools and junior high schools.

Source of the Data

The pool of respondents for this study was drawn from public middle grade
schools in the state of Massachusetts housing students in at least two grades between five
and nine, but including in all cases grades seven and eight. The reason for the above
configuration is that the traditional junior high school grade organization is 7-9 and the
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recommended grade organization for middle schools is 6-8. The researcher felt that
including all possible combinations within the 5-9 limits would not bias the results toward
one model or the other. A survey instrument was mailed to a random sample of schools
meeting the above criteria. The principal in each school was the designated respondent.

Assumptions

This study assumed that the survey instrument developed adequately measures the
principles and characteristics cited in the study and that the survey questions were presented
clearly enough to allow principals to respond with their true perceptions of how programs
are currently operating within their buildings.

Delimitations

The study was limited to a sample of those public schools in Massachusetts housing
students in at least two grades five through nine, including grades seven and eight in all
cases. The intent of the survey instrument was to measure the degree of implementation of
the characteristics and principles based on the self-reported data from school principals. No
measure of the effectiveness of this application in any schools was made or intended. The
study measured current practices in the schools as reported by the building principals and
the assumption of some degree of permanence of these programs for those schools was
included. For purposes of comparison the classification of a school as "middle school" or
"junior high school" was based on the principals' response to a survey item designed to
elicit that information.
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Limitations

The study was limited to public schools in the state of Massachusetts. Although
comparisons with studies conducted in other states were drawn, the generalizability of the
findings of this study and comparisons to other schools and other states is uncertain.
Although every attempt was made to construct a survey instrument essentially equivalent in
content and structure to those used in other studies to which comparisons were drawn,
differences, however slight, may exist which may or may not impact on conclusions made
or implied. This is in addition to other inherent limitations of survey questionnaires.<10>

The findings of the study apply only to those specific programmatic characteristics
and principles cited in this document and should not be generalized to other features of
middle grade schools not addressed in the study. Also the findings of the study were based
on self-reported perceptions of the respondents and may or may not reflect actual practice in
the sampled schools or the general population of middle grade schools in Massachusetts.

Major Questions Addressed

The study sought to answer some specific questions related to middle level
education in public schools in the state of Massachusetts. The conclusions reported in the
study with respect to those questions are based on an analysis of the data received from
survey instruments mailed to principals of middle grade schools in Massachusetts. The
major research questions include:
(1) What is the degree of implementation in middle grade schools in the
state of Massachusetts of basic principles and characteristics generally
associated with effective middle level schools?
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(2) What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in middle grade schools in Massachusetts and other states
based on similar studies?
(3) What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in schools specifically identified as middle schools and junior
high schools in Massachusetts?
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO MIDDLE LEVEL
EDUCATION

This chapter contains a review of the literature related to the development of the
intermediate unit in public education. The chapter first examines the historical development
of the junior high school and middle school, then compares the two models in turn of
educational purpose, philosophical assumptions, organizational structure, and curriculum
and instruction. This will be followed by a review of research comparing the two models in
terms of educational purposes and the attitudes of principals, teachers, and students toward
each model. Finally there will be a review of research studies measuring the degree to
which basic middle school principles have been implemented in middle grade schools in
other states.

Historical Development

The structure of American public education has undergone many changes in the
twentieth century. One area which has commanded considerable attention and engendered
much debate is the middle grades serving children ranging in age from ten to fourteen.
Educational literature is replete with an array of reports, studies, and papers which analyze
all aspects of educational theory and practice at the middle level.

Consideration of appropriate educational practices at the middle level has been
based on the knowledge that children at this level posses unique characteristics which
require a focus that is distinct from those applied at either the elementary or secondary
levels. Children in this age group experience significant developmental changes that occur
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in a rapid if not haphazard fashion. Among these changes are an increased desire for
independence, a growth in the importance of peer group relations, and a general
questioning of values and norms established at an earlier age. These changes are in
addition to profound sexual, emotional, physical, and social changes which occur during
this period.<ll>

Schools that serve students in the middle grades have many names-junior high
school, middle school, intermediate school, elementary school-and as many variations in
the approach to educating children. Many of the aforementioned papers, studies, and
journal articles have examined variations in the organization, structure, and philosophy that
exist among the different models for middle grades education that have appeared over the
years.

Recognition of the importance of education at the middle level has been most
recently documented with the release of a report by the Carnegie Council Task Force on
Education entided "Turning Points: Preparing American Youth for the Twenty-First
Century". This report states that "middle grade schools are potentially society's most
powerful force to recapture millions of youth adrift, and help every young person thrive
during early adolescence."<12>

The growth of middle grade schools during the twentieth century is undeniable.
William Alexander, one of the recognized leaders of the movement to reform middle grade
schools, reported that by 1960, approximately 80% of the nation's high school graduates
had progressed through a 6-3-3 school organization. This is in stark contrast to 1920 when
the same 80% had come through schools with an 8-4 organizational 3> The movement
towards separation of students in the middle grades began in earnest around the turn of the
century, aided by the support of such notable figures of the day as G. Stanley Hall, John
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Dewey, and Charles Eliot. The popular tendency was to emulate the philosophy of the
senior high model in the middle grades-hence the nomenclature junior high school. This
model was largely accepted until the 1960's when the concept of the middle school began
making serious inroads.

There was considerable evidence presented during the decade between 1965 and
1975 that pointed to growing dissatisfaction with the junior high school model. The
concept of a middle school emerged as an alternative to the junior high school. Proponents
of the middle school model gained considerable ground in their attempt to change the face
of middle grades education. Alexander(1968) reports that by 1968 there were over 1,200
schools in the country that identified themselves as middle schools. The study went on to
say that less than 4% of those schools existed prior to 1955 and nearly 50% of the schools
were organized between 1966 and 1968.<14>

A later study conducted in 1981 by the National Institute of Education(NIE)
revealed the existence of 12,226 middle grade schools in the nation. The breakdown of
these schools by grade organization is as follows: <15>

Grade 7-9 schools

4.004

Grade 7-8 schools

2,628

Grade 6-8 schools

3,070

Grade 5-8 schools

1,024

Other grade groups

1,500
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Alexander and McEwin(1989) compared the number of middle grade schools
nationally with various grade organization patterns over a 17-year period from 1970-87.
The following chart summarizes the results of that study: <16>

GRADES

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
1970-71

5-8
6-8
7-8
7-9
OTHERS

772
1662
2450
4711
850

PERCENT
INCREASE/DECREASE

1986-87
1137
4329
2627
2191
573

+ 47
+ 160
+7
-53
-33

The following chart compares the number of middle grade schools in Massachusetts over
the same seventeen year span.

GRADES

5-8
6-8
7-8
7-9
OTHERS

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
1970
1987
19
30
51
123
87

35
114
73
23
52

PERCENT
INCREASE/DECREASE
+ 84
+ 280
+ 43
-81
-40

The source for these figures was the Massachusetts Department of Education School
Directory for the school years 1970-71 and 1986-87.

Another study conducted by Howard and Stoumbis(1970) traced the growth of
middle grade schools from 1910-1970. The results of this study show a steady rise in the
number of middle grade schools from a low of 385 in 1920, to 2,400 in 1940, to 5,000 in
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1960, to a final estimated total of 8,000 in 1969. The figures for all but the 1969 group
include junior high schools only while the 1969 group represents a combined total of junior
high schools and middle schools.<17>

The movement towards the establishment of an intermediate unit of public education
began in earnest at the turn of the century. The call for the development of a separate
intermediate unit was preceded by a movement for the equal separation of elementary and
secondary schools. One of the first documented recommendations came in 1901 from the
so-called Committee of Ten, formed by the National Council of Education and chaired by
Charles Eliot, the president of Harvard University. The committee recommended that
"secondary school should begin two years earlier than at present, leaving six years instead
of eight for the elementary school period".<18> Eliot had also recommended that college
preparatory subjects be introduced at an earlier grade level, citing the need to expose
students to the secondary level of instruction at an earlier age. He pointed to an increasing
tendency for students to drop out of school before reaching ninth grade as justification for
this position.<19> Eliot’s position was also supported by the National Committee on
College Entrance Requirements which stated in 1899 that the seventh grade, rather than the
ninth, is the natural turning point in the pupil's life...the transition from the elementary to
the secondary period may be made more natural by changing from the one-teacher regimen
to the system of special teachers, thus avoiding the violent shock commonly felt upon
entering high school"<20x21><22><23>

This position was further supported by John Dewey(1903) who felt that the aim of
the elementary school is to "organize the interests and impulses of children into working
interests and tools and to organize certain modes of activity in observation, construction,
expression, and reflection...This aim could be accomplished in six years."<24>
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The first recommendation for a 6-3-3 grade organization came from a report
released by the Committee on Economy of Time in 1913. This committee recommended
that " the six year secondary school should be divided into a junior and senior high
school"<25> Another committee, the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education, released a report in 1918 which distinguished between the functions of junior
and senior high schools. During the junior high school experience the Commission stated
that

"emphasis should be placed upon the attempt to help the
pupil explore his own aptitudes and to make at least
provisional choice of the kinds of work to which he will
devote himself...There should be the gradual introduction of
departmental instruction, choice of subjects, promotion by
subjects, prevocational courses, and a social organization
that calls forth initiative and develops the sense of personal
responsibility for the welfare of the group<26>

This recommendation was supported in a report released by the National Education
Association in 1918.<27><28>

Comparison of Junior High and Middle School Models

Educational Purposes. The educational purposes of the first junior high schools grew out
of dissatisfaction with the elementary and secondary schools as they were structured at the
time. Koos(1927) reported that the most frequently cited purposes of the newly-created
junior high schools were to meet individual differences in pupils, provide prevocational
training and exploration, provide counseling and guidance and to meet the needs of the
adolescent group.<29>

The earliest junior high schools were intended to improve curricular patterns rather
than reform administrative organizations.<30> Based on an investigation of the purposes
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for which administrators established junior high schools, Hench(1967) reported four major
reasons: 1) to solve the dropout problem, 2) to introduce college preparatory material
earlier, 3) to offer prevocational training to those students who would not be attending
college, and 4) to design programs that took into account individual differences among
students.<31>

These purposes were supported in a study conducted during a twenty year period
from 1910-30 which identified the goals of allowing for the unique needs and
characteristics of early adolescents, recognizing individual differences between students,
providing a program of exploratory activities, and improving discipline.<32>

Gruhn and Douglass(1971) developed a list of basic functions of the junior high
school which include integration of the student's previous experiences with education,
exploration of the student's special talents and aptitudes, differentiation of opportunities for
learning, socialization for participation in society, and articulation between elementary and
high school.<33> This description of the functions of the junior high school has been
accepted by most authorities as the definitive statement of purposes.<34> Beyond these
sound educational purposes for the creation of the junior high school, several researchers
have reported that the actual motivation for establishing these schools was to relieve
overcrowded conditions in elementary schools and high schools caused by the post-World
War I population boom.<35><36><37>

Over the course of approximately 70 years from the first report in 1920 to the
present day, the common thread that has emerged in any discussion of the functions of the
junior high school is that of transition and the unique characteristics of the children served
by the junior high school. Brimm(1963) identified six functions that the junior high school
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serves as it assists students in making the transition from the life of a preadolescent to the
new and totally different life as a young adult These functions include: <38>

(1) transition from the self-contained classroom of the elementary
school to the highly departmentalized classes of the senior high
school
(2) transition from the emphasis on the basic skills of the elementary
school to the content courses of the senior high school
(3) transition from the program of all required courses of the
elementary school to the elective program of the senior high school
(4) transition from the childhood activities of the preadolescent to the
accepted adult activities of the young adult
(5) transition from the preadolescent set of values to the more
serious adult values
(6) transition from the social patterns of childhood to the social life
of the adult which draws a definite distinction between the activities
of the sexes

The middle school movement arose out of a growing dissatisfaction with the ability
of the junior high school to adequately meet all of the needs of transescents. The major
criticism aimed at the junior high school was that it mimicked too closely the educational
approach and philosophy of the high school.<39>

Dettre(1973) attacked the junior high school as a downward extension of the
college-dominated thinking of secondary education in the high school.<40>
Alexander1968) was somewhat less critical, saying that the junior high school had drifted
closer to the high school over the years from its original intent of providing a unique
organization and instructional program.<41> However, as a group the middle school
advocates are united in their belief that the junior high school has failed to meet the
educational, social, and developmental needs of the young adolescent.
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Alexander1968) cited four major purposes for the establishment of the middle
school to replace the junior high school. These included bridging the gap between
elementary and high school, offering individualized instruction and curriculum to a
population of varied physical and mental abilities, designing a curriculum emphasizing
exploration of new experiences and skill development, fostering continuous progress
which allows for adequate articulation from one school to the next, and improving
students' schooling through the optimum use of personnel and facilities.<42> These goals
have been supported by many other middle school advocates.
<43x44x45x46><47><48>

Philosophical Assumptions. Despite the striking similarities between the stated goals for the
two models, there are basic philosophical assumptions that separate them. The junior high
school student is perceived as a miniature high school student who is best served by a
departmentalized, structured and accelerated approach to intermediate education.<49> The
junior high has developed a more pressure-oriented, academic emphasis which
subordinates the fine and performing arts. Study and homework assignments parallel the
approach found at the high school level.<50>

The junior high also makes certain assumptions about the educational needs of
students--that education must be specialized, content-oriented, departmentalized and
compartmentalized, with a rigid and forced emphasis on mastery of high school concepts.
There is also the assumption that students must be grouped homogeneously by ability in a
tracked system.<51>

The middle school purports to allow students to experience an interdepartmental,
interdisciplinary approach to the mastery of basic skills while fostering an emphasis on
affective education and team-based developmental education.<52> The philosophical
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assumptions of the middle school model indicate that education must be child-centered,
focus upon total self-actualization, and match educational practices to the cognitive style of
each and every child.<53x54> The National Education Association(NEA) suggested in a
journal article that a true middle school includes the following distinguishing features:

—

span of at least three grades to allow for the gradual transition from
elementary to high school instructional practices(must include grades
6 and 7, and no grades below 5 or above 8).

— emerging departmental structure in each higher grade to effect
gradual transition from the self-contained elementary classroom to
the departmentalized high school.
— flexible approaches to instruction: team teaching, flexible
scheduling, individualized instruction, independent study, tutorial
programs, and other approaches aimed at stimulating children to
learn how to learn.
— required special courses, taught in departmentalized form, such as
industrial arts, home economics, foreign language, art, music, and
typing. Frequently an interdisciplinary approach is used, e.g.,
"unified arts", "practical arts", "humanities", "performing arts",
"urban living".
—

guidance programs as a distinct entity to fill the special needs of this
age group.

— faculty with both elementary and secondary certification, or some
teachers with each type(until special training and certification are
available).
—

limited attention to interschool sports and social activities. <55>

Organizational Structure. Grade organization is perhaps the area in which there is the
clearest distinction that can be drawn between the two models. The junior high model
strongly urges a grade organization pattern of 7-9 while the middle school advocates just as
strongly believe in an organization pattern of 5-8, 6-8, or 7-8. The Committee on Junior
High School Education, commissioned by the National Association of Secondary School
Principals(NASSP), released a series of reports beginning in 1959 recommending the 7-9
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structure as the most appropriate. The Committee felt that the sixth grade should remain in
the elementary schools because the majority of students in that grade are not adolescents. It
also recommended keeping the ninth grade out of high school because "while the great
majority of students are adolescents...a few are still children by nature. The senior high
school is not designed for the pupil still in a period of transition from childhood."<56>

The Committee reiterated its position in 1967 indicating that ninth graders were not
ready for high school and fifth were too young for middle school. They again stated that
the greatest proportion of students are pubescent in grades 7-9.<57>

Middle school advocates, led by Alexander, firmly oppose the 7-9 organization.
They argue that students mature at an earlier age than formerly and that the ninth grade is
tied too strongly to the high school through the Carnegie unit and various state
requirements for graduation.<58><59>

However a sizable group of researchers have concluded that grade organization has
little if any impact on the quality of education at this level. The predominant feeling among
this group is that the quality of school facilities, program, and personnel is far more
important than the particular grade organization Utilized.<60x61x62x63x64x65x66>
Still others feel that the research in this area has not yielded sufficiently significant findings
to warrant a definitive statement on this issue.<67><68>

Studies conducted with school principals measuring their attitudes towards various
grade organization patterns indicate that principals have moved toward greater acceptance of
grade patterns favored by the middle school advocates over the years. Gruhn(1967)
conducted a national study to determine administrator preference among the following
grade organization patterns: 6-8,7-8, 7-9. Of those responding 80% felt that the 7-9
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grouping was the most effective for achieving a "total program" for students. 71% felt that
the 7-9 organization was the most appropriate age grouping for students.<69>

Another study by Valentine(1981) indicates that administrator preference has
changed over the years. The study, sponsored by NASSP, compared principals' responses
on the ideal grade structure in 1980 with responses from a similar study conducted in 1966.
The results of the study is presented below:

Grade Organization

1980

1966

7-9
7-8
6-8

17%
18%
54%

65%
13%
18%

<70>

There were also several studies conducted on the effects of grade organization on
student achievement in the middle grades. Trauschke(1970) administered achievement tests
to a sample of middle school and junior high students in grades 7 and 8. Middle school
students performed at a slightly higher level. <71> Smith(1975) conducted a similar study
which produced mixed results. Middle school students scored significandy higher in the
areas of reading and science, but there was no significant difference in scores in the areas
of math and writing.<72> Brantley(1982) conducted a study measuring student
achievement in the same school--the first when the school was a junior high and the second
after conversion to the middle school model. He reported higher scores for middle school
students in the areas of math and reading.<73> Other studies conducted to measure the
effect of grade organization on students achievement yielded similarly mixed
results.<74x75><76> It seems apparent that while there is a clear distinction between
the two models in terms of grade organization patterns, there is little evidence suggesting
that the differences are significant.
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Curriculum and Instruction. On a conceptual level there are some clear distinctions that
have been drawn between the curricular and instructional processes found in middle
schools and junior high schools. McCarthy(1972) illustrated some of these distinctions in
some comparisons that he drew. The table below summarizes these differences: <77>

Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

-Grades 6-7-8

-Grades 7-8-9

-Exploratory curriculum

-Predetermined curriculum

-Purpose is to prepare
for continuous learning

-Purpose is to prepare for
high school

-Interdisciplinary team
approach to learning

-Departmentalized approach
to learning

-Key decisions on grouping
and scheduling
made by teaching staff

-Key decisions on grouping
and scheduling made by
administrators

-Individualized instruction
and grouping practices

-More fixed teaching

-Teams of teachers focus on
individual student needs
and interests

-Individual teachers focus
on subject matter mastery

-Modular scheduling varying
daily

-42 or 45 minute classes
daily

-Flexibility prevails

-Rigidity prevails

-Increased opportunities
independent study

-Limited opportunity for
for independent study
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Howard and Stoumbis(1970) supported these findings related to the differences,
highlighted by way of comparison in the following table: <78>
Middle School Emphasizes:

Junior High Emphasizes:

-program that is childcentered

-program that is subjectcentered

-learning how to learn

-acquiring a body of information

-creative exploration

-skill and concept mastery

-belief in oneself

-interstudent competition

-skilled guidance for student
self-direction

-conformance to a teacher
made lesson plan

-students accepting responsi¬
bility for their learning

-student learning is the
teacher's responsibility

-student independence

-control by the teacher

-a flexible schedule

-a six-period day

-scheduling involving student

-a schedule constructed planning by
an administrator

-variable group size

-standard classroom

-use of team teaching

-one teacher per class

-students learning at differ¬
ent rates-self-pacing

-all students at the same
place at the same timetextbook approach

While these tables clearly reflect some middle school bias, they are nevertheless
representative of the prevailing view of some of the major differences that exist between the
two models. Also while these tables reflect some significant differences in point of view,
the results of several research studies comparing the curricular and instructional approaches
of the two models indicate that these differences amount to no discernible difference on the
practical level.
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Hanis(1968) compared the academic programs, instructional organization, cocurricular programs, and teacher/student ratios of middle schools and junior high schools in
Indiana. He concluded that "the basic programs of the selected schools were more alike
than different. "<79> Forst(1969) arrived at much the same conclusion when he studied 45
schools in Maryland.<80> Baruchin(1971) conducted a more extensive study involving
355 schools in New York, and his study indicated the same lack of significant difference
between programs in the two types of school.<81>

Similar studies conducted in schools in Missouri(Bell, 1978), Arkansas(Stark,
1972), and Louisiana(Fontenot, 1973) all pointed to no significant differences in the
curriculum and instructional programs in middle schools or junior high schools.
<82><83><84>

These research findings aside, many advocates on both sides of the issue continue
to discuss and highlight the structural differences between the two models. They attribute
the research results to an inability to thoroughly implement the conceptual model on a
practical level.

Alexander(1971) points out more structural differences that characterize the middle
school model and distinguish it from the junior high school. The middle school model
provides a home base for every student and teacher. Teams of basic skills teachers are
assigned to teams of students. The concept of teaming provides students with identifiable
support and an educational system which is an expansion of and progression from the
elementary self-contained model. Not only do teams of teachers provide instruction, they
also provide guidance and support through personalized relationships.<85> The junior
high model, on the other hand, features a rigid, departmentalized structure with a potpourri
assignment of subject teachers and courses as in the secondary school.<86>
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Additionally middle schools focus on exploratory programs in a wide range of areas
geared to student interest which serve an educational and social purpose. Junior high
models focus more on the introduction of high school materials through elective program
offerings.<87> Programs are flexibly scheduled by team consensus on the middle school
level as opposed to the more rigid administratively-determined scheduling of the junior high
school.

Consistent with previously stated philosophical assumptions, the junior high school
often groups students by ability in all areas primarily out of a belief in the specialization of
knowledge, a belief in competition at one's own level, and a belief in the differentiation of
instruction. These are secondary school assumptions about student ability and
achievement.<88> Middle school students are more often grouped in teams using
developmental criteria. This concept refers to the placement of students by teachers in units
of instruction based on compatible cognitive, physical, and social characteristics.
Eichom(1980) reports that this is a concept borrowed from the studies of Epstein
mentioned earlier relative to brain growth and the neuro-biological studies of Akin.<89>

Based on these and other studies by Strahan(1984) and Brooks, Fusco and
Grennan(1983) related to neurological and psychosocial development, educators in middle
schools favor reinforcement of concrete concepts and initiation of a systematic introduction
to abstract processes only in the latter stages of the middle grades.<90x91> Epstein's
theory on brain development and alternation of activity and plateau periods along with
Piaget's contention that a hiatus period occurs developmentally between the psychosocial
stages of concrete operations and formal operations support this approach.<92x93>
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The emphasis for middle school becomes the relearning of basic skills during these
years rather than the introduction of more abstract high school oriented concepts.
Grouping in the academic areas is usually developmental while grouping in the exploratory
areas is either heterogeneous or democratic. In the middle school model behavior
management problems are more frequently dealt with in teacher team meetings with the
student involved while the junior high school continues to rely on the school administration
to assume the role of disciplinarian. The former approach emphasizes the consistency of
significant adults in dealing with student behavior while the latter focuses on punishment as
a deterrent to negative student behavior. Affective development is stressed in the middle
school over content orientation.<94>

Review of Research Comparing Middle School and Junior High Models

There have been many studies completed over the years comparing various
components of the middle school and junior high school models. This reports results of
some studies measuring the effectiveness of both models in achieving stated goals and
measuring the attitudes of students, teachers, and administrators towards both of these
models.

Educational Purposes. The majority of studies aimed at judging the effectiveness of the
junior high school in meeting its stated goals and purposes were conducted during the
1960's when the junior high came under fire from advocates of the middle school concept.
Lounsbury and Marani(1964) conducted a study involving 98 schools in 26 states to
evaluate how effectively junior high schools functioned against established goals. They
reported that schools "failed to provide for the needs and interests of eighth-grade
students. "<95> Howard(1964) reported that junior high schools in Austin, Texas "lacked
written statements of philosophy, developed curriculum in an indeterminant manner, and
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showed noteworthy discrepancies between curriculum approaches recommended in the
literature and the actual practices of the schools. "<96> Other studies were conducted
which supported the contention that junior high schools essentially failed to live up to goals
and purposes frequently stated in educational Iiterature.<97x98x99x100>
Rasmussen(1962) issued perhaps the most telling criticism when he reported that junior
high schools "were the weakest rung in the educational ladder."<101>

These studies were cited frequently by middle school advocates who proposed their
own set of criteria and goals for effective middle grade schools. By the end of the decade,
another round of research studies was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the middle
school model in achieving its stated goals and purposes.

This new set of studies evaluating a new set of goals yielded the same old results.
Alexander1968) surveyed 110 middle schools across the country and reported that these
schools made no general effort to remedy the weaknesses cited against the junior high
model.<102> A series of studies of middle schools in Michigan<103x104>, New
Jersey<105xl06>, Pennsylvania<107>, Texas<108>, Arkansas<109>, Virginia<110>,
South Carolina<l 11>, and Califomiacl 12x113> all concluded that existing middle
schools were not effectively implementing the goals and objectives of the middle school
reform movement which distinguished the middle school from the junior high school.

These results offer one possible explanation for the results of the studies mentioned
earlier on grade organization in middle schools and junior high schools. Perhaps the reason
why most researchers reported that the two models were more similar than different in
practice is that there essentially has been no difference. One popular notion put forth by
several researchers during the 1960's has been that both models have consistently failed to
effectively implement the goals and purposes associated with each of the models. The
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focus therefore should not necessarily lie so much in contrasting the differences between
the two models as much concentrating on what are the educationally sound principles
associated with either or both models. Put another way, the title over the door (middle
school or junior high school) has little bearing on what goes on inside the building in terms
of educational policy and programs.

Teacher Attitudes. Studies conducted comparing teacher attitudes toward the two models
yielded the same results as most other factors studied. There was no significant difference
among teachers' attitudes towards middle school or junior high school. Where differences
were noted, middle school teachers tended to be more positive in support of the particular
type of school in which they taught Armistead(1968) surveyed sixth-grade middle school
teachers and seventh-grade junior high teachers in Missouri and reported little difference in
teachers' attitude toward statement of function or views on articulation between elementary
and secondary school.<114>

Gatewood(1970) found that although teachers differ in their views of the specific
functions of middle grade schools, the implementation of middle school concepts in either
type of school exists more in the ideal than in reality.<115> Draud(1977) reported that
middle school teachers had more positive attitudes towards salaries, status, and community
support while junior high teachers felt better about rapport among teachers and curriculum
issues. He found that no significant difference existed in teacher attitudes towards rapport
with principal, satisfaction with teaching, teacher load, school facilities, and community
pressures.<116>

Principal Attitudes. Calloway(1973) surveyed approximately 150 middle level principals in
Wisconsin to determine their attitudes on the value of a number of school functions.
Middle school and junior high principals both rated a subject-centered curriculum and
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ability grouping at the top of their list of important school functions. The largest
discrepancy was in their attitude toward the use of flexible scheduling with middle school
principals attaching more importance toward its use.<l 17> Bowman(1973) conducted a
similar study and found that principals were basically in agreement on the relative
importance of most functions.cl 18> Green(1977) reported that Michigan principals
tended to classify their schools as a middle school or junior high based more on the
prevailing grade organization pattern than any specific purposes or functions cited.<119>

Student Attitudes. Draud(1976) also measured student attitudes in his study and reported
that middle school students expressed more positive attitudes toward student-teacher
relationships, student-administration relationships, student participation in the schools, and
the image of the school held by students. He reported a more positive attitude among
students towards counselors in junior high schools and reported no significant difference in
student attitudes towards curriculum.<120>

Elie(1970) conducted a study measuring student attitudes and found that no
significant differences existed in terms of ability to learn, self-concept, physical fitness, and
health. The only significant difference that she reported was that middle school students
showed and increased ability to display creative thinking.<121>

Schoo(1970) reported increased self-concept and a generally more positive attitude
towards school among middle school students. He concluded that middle schools provided
for an easier transition for students from elementary to secondary school.<122>
Nash(1974) also studied student attitudes towards themselves, teachers, and their schools
and reported no significant differences overall. He did, however, report more positive
attitudes among junior high school male students towards school.<123> Wood(1973)
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reported a significantly more positive attitude among junior high school students towards
school, peers, teaching staff, and instructions 124>

Summary of Review. Based on the results of research conducted over the past twenty-five
years, there are certain conclusions that can be drawn regarding middle level schools. The
growth in popularity of a separate intermediate unit for public education in the twentieth
century is undeniable. The number of middle grade schools rose from a low of 385 in
1920 to an estimated total of 8,000 in 1970. The educational purposes of the competing
models are similar on the conceptual level while there is some debate as to the differences
on the operational level. Both models stress the importance of articulation between the
elementary and secondary school and meeting the unique needs of each individual student.
The differences begin to emerge in the specific ways in which each model purports to meet
these needs on the operational level.

The organizational structure of the two models differs most obviously in grade
organization; however research studies have shown that this variable has little, if any, effect
on factors such as student achievement, self-concept, or attitude towards school. Similarly,
studies have shown little difference in the attitudes of teachers and administrators as to how
effectively either model achieves stated goals and purposes.

The primary conclusion reached by most researchers seems to be that regardless of
the approach or philosophy involved, middle grade schools are not effectively meeting the
social, emotional, physical, or educational needs of its students. This seems to be true
whether you are a supporter of the junior high school who maintains that the educational
reforms proposed by middle school advocates can be easily adopted by established junior
high schools, or a middle school advocate who believes that the middle school concept
offers not only a different grade organization but a fresh approach to education.
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We are left with the conclusion that any research conducted measuring the
effectiveness of educational programs in middle grade schools should be more concerned
with the structure and content of the program than the grade organization or model implied
in the school title.

The primary differences noted between the two models involve scheduling(flexible
vs. structured), teacher grouping(team vs. individual), student grouping(ability vs.
developmental), process orientation(child centered vs. subject centered), and product
orientation(basic skill development vs. content mastery). The preponderance of evidence in
the literature suggests strong support for the principles and practices associated with the
middle school reform movement.

The recent release of the Carnegie Council report entitled Turning Points: Preparing
Youth for the Twenty-First Century underscores the importance of the need to closely
examine the current status of education in the middle grades. This report concluded that
many changes must be made to ensure that education at this level is geared to meet the
needs of the children. The report indicates that "a volatile mismatch exists between the
organization and curriculum of middle grade schools and the intellectual and emotional
needs of young adolescents. "<125>

The Carnegie report contains specific recommendations that "will improve the
educational experience of all middle grade students, but benefit most those at risk of being
left behind." The first major recommendation calls for the creation of smaller communities
of learning by implementing such concepts as schools-within-schools, teaching teams, and
advisor-advisee programs. The second recommendation is for the establishment of a core
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academic program that emphasizes critical thinking skills and an emphasis on health and
citizenship.

The third recommendation points out the need to ensure that all students meet with
success in their educational experience. This can be accomplished by the elimination of
ability grouping(tracking), increased use of flexible scheduling, promotion of cooperative
learning techniques, and the provision of adequate time and resources for teachers. The
fourth recommendation calls for the empowerment of teachers and administrators in middle
grade schools by locating the decision-making base at the school building level.

The fifth recommendation suggests the implementation of teacher preparation
programs that are specifically geared towards the education of students in middle grades
rather than the traditional elementary/secondary levels. The remaining recommendations
are aimed at engaging the student, family, and community more completely in the
educational process.<126>

The accumulated results of the research indicates that any studies designed to
measure the degree to which principles and characteristics generally associated with quality
educational programming in middle grade schools would show little if any difference in the
degree of implementation between schools identified as middle schools or junior high
schools. Further the tone of the recent Carnegie Report suggests that implementation of
such principles or characteristics has been and continues to be found lacking in public
schools. The following section examines the results of research studies specifically
designed to measure implementation of these principles and characteristics in various states
around the country over the past twenty years. The studies and results will form the basis
of comparison for the results of the study which this researcher conducted in
Massachusetts.
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Review of Research Studies Measuring the Degree of Implementation of Basic Middle
Level Principles and Characteristics

Beginning with a doctoral dissertation published by Riegle in 1971, there has been
a series of studies completed in several states around the country which have all followed
the same basic research design and have yielded results which lend themselves to
comparison. The studies primarily focused on a common set of principles and
characteristics which have been generally recognized to be consistent with quality
programming in middle level schools. These eighteen principles can be found in Chapter I
of this document This section will examine the results of these studies in an effort to
establish some consensus as to the degree of implementation of these basic principles in
middle grade schools across the country over the past two decades.

Michigan. Riegle(1971) conducted a survey of 105 middle grade schools to measure the
degree of implementation of the eighteen basic principles. He reported the highest degree
of implementation in the areas of multi-material approach to the use of instructional
materials, specialized student services, and intramural activities. The areas in which the
lowest degree of implementation prevailed included team teaching, continuous progress
programming, and the use of flexible scheduling.

Riegle's general conclusion was that the middle grade schools in Michigan showed
a less than impressive degree of implementation of the basic principles. This finding is
supported by a range of mean percentages of application from a low of 24.4% to a high of
69.7% with a total mean percentage of application of 46.9% across the eighteen
principles.<l27>
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California, Kramer(1974) conducted a survey of 77 middle grade schools to measure the
degree of implementation of Riegle’s eighteen basic principles. He reported the highest
degree of implementation in the areas of student security through the establishment of
organized peer groups(e.g., advisor-advisee programs), specialized student services, multimaterial approach, and intramural activities. The areas in which he reported the lowest
degree of implementation included the use of flexible scheduling and team teaching.

Kramer's general conclusion was that middle grade schools in California showed
level of implementation similar to schools in Michigan. The range of mean percentages
went from a low of 32.8% to a high of 77.6% with a total mean percentage of application
of 53%.<128>

Ohio. Bohlinger(1976) conducted a survey of 169 middle grade schools in Ohio using the
same eighteen principles. His findings were very similar to Riegle and Kramer. The highest
degree of implementation was reported in the areas of multi-material approach, student
services, and intramural activities. He reported the lowest degree of implementation in the
areas of exploratory/enrichment activities, team teaching, and flexible scheduling. The
range of mean percentages went from a low of 27.7% to a high of 77.2% with a total mean
percentage of application of 50.5%. <129>

Missouri. Beckman(1978) conducted a survey of 101 middle grade schools in Missouri.
His findings were once again very consistent with the other studies. The areas of high
implementation included intramural activities, multi-material approach, and peer group
development while low areas included flexible scheduling and team teaching. The range of
mean percentages for this study went from a low of 22.5% to a high of 77.2% with a total
mean percentage of application of 48.4%. <130>
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Colorado. Munsell(1985) conducted a survey of 100 middle grade schools in Colorado.
His methodology differed slightly from the other studies in that his survey asked
respondents to indicate the degree of implementation of the principles using an ordinal
response scale with the following response choices: "not at all", "minimally",
"moderately", and "extensively".

The areas where there was "minimal" implementation of the characteristics included
flexible scheduling, intramurals, independent study, and auxiliary staffing. Munsell
reported a "moderate" level of implementation in the areas of continuous progress
programming, multi-material approach to instructional materials, appropriate social
experiences, exploratory/enrichment activities, community relations, and appropriate
guidance services. There were no areas in which principals reported no implementation or
extensive implementation. <131>

The trend of results established in Riegle’s study continued with other studies cited
here and is supported by studies conducted in other states. Studies conducted in
Texas(Billings, 1973), Wisconsin(Bloom, 1974), Arkansas(Daniel, 1973),
Virginia(Franklin, 1973), and Pennsylvania(Cummings, 1975) further support Riegle's
finding that middle grade schools were not implementing to a high degree the principles and
characteristics closely tied to the movement to reform middle grade schools.
<132x133x134x 135x136>

In addition studies which specifically compared implementation of the principles in
schools identified as middle schools or junior high schools reported no significance
difference in the degree of implementation. This helped to establish the finding supported
by the Carnegie Council report released several years later in 1989 that middle grade
schools still need to do more to improve instruction and programs in middle grade schools.
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Anthony Jackson, the director of the Carnegie Council Task Force that authored the
report, stated that despite the perception among middle level educators that the report
contained no new information or suggestions that needed implementing in the schools,
"recent studies show that few of the recommended actions, though frequently proposed,
are actually practiced in schools."<137>

Jackson's assessment is confirmed by additional studies conducted during the
1980's that middle grade schools do not incorporate "educational principles that help create
more developmentally appropriate environments for young adolescents. "<138> These
studies have found that such principles are not found in a majority of the country's middle
level schools.<l39x140x141>
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The first two chapters of this document serve not only to outline the purpose and
significance of the study, but also establish the relevance and credibility of the eighteen
basic principles to the study based on past and current research issues in the field of middle
level education.

The present study examined the extent to which principles associated with
programmatic characteristics of middle grades education were perceived as present in
middle grade schools in the state of Massachusetts. The study also attempted to examine
the extent to which there are differences in the degree of implementation of these principles
in schools identified as junior high schools and middle schools in the state of
Massachusetts. Finally, the study sought to draw comparisons of the level of
implementation of the principles between middle grade schools in Massachusetts and
similar schools in other states based on the results of this and other studies conducted in
those other states.

The methodology chapter focuses on the study as it relates to the characteristics of
the sample, construction of the survey instrument, and methods used for the collection and
treatment of data. The chapter also includes a discussion of the reliability and validity of the
survey instrument
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Sampling Design and Procedures

Surveys were mailed to principals in 125 middle grade schools throughout the state
of Massachusetts. The selected schools were drawn at random from a list of 366 schools
housing students in at least two grades between five and nine, including in all cases grades
seven and eight. There was no stratification of the sample in regards to such factors as size
and type of school and community. A random sampling approach is sufficient to ensure
representation of schools based on these factors as they exist in direct proportion to the
entire population. The source for the total population of middle grade schools was the
1989-1990 Massachusetts Department of Education Directory.

As reported earlier, there has been a consistent growth in the number of middle
grade schools and particularly in the number of schools with grade organization patterns
most commonly associated with the "middle school". Tables 3.1 and 3.2 compare the
growth trends in the number of middle grade schools nationally and in Massachusetts based
on grade organization between the years 1970 and 1987. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present the
same information in graph form.<142>
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Table 3.1
Growth Trends in Middle Grade Schools Nationally 1970-1987

GRADE
ORGANIZATION

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
1970
1987

5-8
6-8
7-8
7-9
OTHERS

772
1,662
2,450
4,711
850

PERCENTAGE OF
INCREASE/DECREASE

1,137
4,329
2,627
2,191
573

+ 47%
+ 160%
+ 7%
-53%
-33%

c/>
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7 -9

GRADE ORGANIZATION

Figure 3.1
Growth Trends in Middle Grade Schools Nationally 1970-1987
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OTHER

Tabic 3.2
Growth Trends in Middle Grade Schools in Massachusetts 1970-1987

GRADE
ORGANIZATION

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
1970
1987
19
30
51
123
87

5-8
6-8
7-8
7-9
OTHERS

5-8

PERCENTAGE OF
INCREASE/DECREASE

35
114
73
23
52

6-8

7-8

+ 84%
+ 280%
+ 43%
-81%
-40%

7-9

OTHER

GRADE ORGANIZATION

Figure 3.2
Growth Trends in Middle Grade Schools in Massachusetts 1970-1987
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1
1

These results indicate similar trends on the national and state level. During the
period between 1970 and 1987, there was a sharp increase in the number of 6-8 schools
and a corresponding decrease in the number of schools housing students in grades 7-9.
Based on a traditional view of these grade patterns representing a typical middle
school(grades 6-8) and junior high school(grades 7-9), the conclusion could be drawn that
middle schools are increasingly replacing the junior high school on both the state and
national levels.

Table 3.3 reports the breakdown of Massachusetts middle grade schools for the
1989-90 school year by grade organization in terms of the total number of schools in the
state, the number of schools contained in the sample for this study, and the number of
schools that participated in the study by returning a completed survey. Figure 3.3 presents
this information in graph form.<143>

Table 3.4 reports the breakdown of Massachusetts middle grade schools for the
1989-90 school year identified by title as middle schools and junior high schools in terms
of the total number of schools of each type in the state, the number of schools included in
the sample, and the number that participated in the study. Figure 3.4 presents the same
information in graph form.<144>
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Table 3.3
Summary of Massachusetts Middle Grade Schools by Grade Organization 1989-90

GRADE
ORGANIZATION

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL POPULATION
SAMPLED
PARTICIPATED

5-8
6-8
7-8
7-9
OTHER

40
120
69
20
17

18
52
39
11
5

12
43
29
2
7

TOTAL

366

125

93

5-8

6-8

7-8

7-9

!

OTHER

GRADE ORGANIZATION

Figure 3.3
Summary of Massachusetts Middle Grade Schools by Grade Organization 1989-90
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Table 3.4
Summary of Massachusetts Middle Grade Schools by Title 1989-90

SCHOOL
TITLE

'
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL POPULATION
SAMPLED
PARTICIPATED

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MIDDLE SCHOOL
INTERMEDIATE
OTHER
TOTAL

85
119
10
152
366

S ALL SCHOOLS

Junior High

33
65
3
24
125

■ SAMPLED SCHOOLS

Middle School

Intermediate

23
59
11
93

□ PARTICIPANT
SCHOOLS

Other

TYPE OF SCHOOL

Figure 3.4
Summary of Massachusetts Middle Grade Schools by Title 1989-90
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The primary reason for the high number of schools designated as "others” (152) in
Table 3.4 is that many school listings in the school directory contain no reference by title as
to the type of school. The numbers for junior high school (85) and middle school (119)
reflect only those schools specifically identified by those titles in the school directory.

Survey instruments were mailed to all schools in the sample with a cover letter
explaining the study. A follow-up mailing was conducted in an effort to elicit as much
participation as possible. The initial mailing resulted in the return of 65 completed surveys
for a 54% return. When returns slowed, follow-up mailings were sent. These mailings
resulted in the return of an additional 28 surveys(an additional 22% return), bringing the
total to 93 surveys returned for a 74% participation(Appendix A contains an example of the
mailing package).

The returned surveys were analyzed for selection bias between the first and
subsequent mailing responses using a chi square test of association. The results of this
analysis indicated that the time of mailing and willingness to respond had no measurable
impact on respondent input. When comparing the response patterns of identified middle
schools and junior high schools, the chi square results indicated no significant
differences(x2=1.238, df=l, .20 < p < .30).

Confidentiality for all respondents was ensured through the use of a postcard reply
system which allowed participants to respond under separate cover. This allowed for
documentation of participation without identification of individual schools or principals
with a particular survey instrument.

Survey instruments were received from 59 schools which were identified by title as
middle schools, 23 schools which were identified by title as junior high schools, and 11
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schools which did not identify themselves by title or used some other title. When asked to
respond to the question of how they would classify their school based on the philosophical
orientation it employed, principals indicated that the sample consisted of the same 59
middle schools, 25 junior high schools, and 9 schools with nonspecific orientations.

The breakdown of participating schools by grade organization was as follows: 5-8
(12), K-8 (3), 6-8 (43), 7-9 (2), 7-8 (29), Other (4). The respondents to the survey were
almost all principals (84). The other categories of respondents were assistant principals (6)
and Other (2).

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument used contained 61 items. The number of items matched to
each of the eighteen principles, the content of the items, and the total number of items on
the survey is similar to the survey used in the Riegle study upon which several of the cited
studies are patterned. The survey instrument is essentially a compilation of items from
instruments used in several of the studies cited earlier in this document(Riegle, 1971;
Kramer, 1974; Bohlinger, 1976; Beckman, 1978; Munsell, 1985). Any changes made in
the items are minor in nature and did not change the content measured in the prior studies.
The procedures for collecting and analyzing the data was also similar to allow for
comparisons among the various studies. The survey also contains questions designed to
elicit information such as type of school by title(e.g., junior high, middle school, etc.),
grade organization, and position held by the respondent These items were intended to
collect data for the categorization of survey results by independent and dependent variables.
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The breakdown of survey items matched to specific items is as follows:

i

!

Principle

Survey Question(s)

(A) Continuous Progress
(B) Multi-Material
(C) Flexible Schedule
(D) Social Experiences
(E) Physical Experiences
(F) Intramural Activity
(G) Team Teaching
(H) Planned Gradualism
(D Exploratory/Enrichment
(J) Guidance Services
(K) Independent Study
(L) Basic Learning Skills
(M) Creative Experiences
(N) Student Security Factors
(O) Evaluation Procedures
(P) Community Relations
(0) Student Services
(R) Auxiliary Staffing

1,2,39
3,4,5,6,40
7,8,41
9,10,42,(53)
11,12,52
13,43,54
14,15,16,17,44
18,45
19,20,21,46
22,23,(24),55
(20)
25,26,47
27,28,29,30,(48)
31,32
33,34,49,(50)
35,36,(51)
37
38,56,57

I

The items in parentheses () were not included in the analyses conducted on survey items.
The results for these items indicated that the items were either inappropriately matched in
terms of content or the wording was sufficiently confusing to respondents to skew their
responses. The items (24,48, 50, 51, 53) were also deleted based on the results of the
factor analysis which indicated that in some cases items grouped by scale were measuring
more than one factor. Following the second factor analysis after item deletions, all items
were found to be measuring the same factor. One result of these actions was that no results
or data analysis was included for the principle relating to the provision of opportunities for
independent study for students. This occurred because the one item measuring this
principle (item 20) was found to be measuring content more consistent with the principle
measuring the provision of exploratory/enrichment programs for students. Although
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reference will continue to be made to the eighteen basic principles, the results of the study
actually focused on seventeen of the principles.

The survey was mailed to a small random sample of middle grade
administrators(20) for the purpose of conducting a pilot review. Participants in the pilot
study were asked to examine the survey and return it with comments on issues such as
readability, content, relative ease or difficulty with instructions, and item-content match.
Based on comments received, changes were incorporated into the survey instrument before
they were mailed to actual participants in the study.

Data Collection

Response values were weighted for the purpose of establishing a positive
correlation between high scores and a high degree of implementation of the principle being
surveyed. The item response choices for the ordinal response items (1-38) were assigned
the following score weights: "not at all"=0, "minimally"=l, "moderately"=2,
"extensively"=3. For the remaining items (39-57), response choices were weighted to
receive higher scores for content appropriate responses. A copy of the survey instrument
with the weights for response choices for all items in the survey appears in Appendix B.

Following tabulation of survey results, frequency distributions, means, and
standard deviations were computed for all items in the survey.

The data analysis focused

on an examination of responses from all schools and a comparison between types of school
and the perceived level of implementation for each of the eighteen basic characteristics
studied. The independent variables in the study were the type of school by title and
philosophical orientation(middle school vs. junior high school) and grade organization
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pattern while the dependent variables were the mean responses to questions matched to
each of the eighteen basic principles.

The raw scores were recorded and a mean score computed for individual items and
item scales(items grouped by principle). Each mean score was converted to a mean
percentage of maximum possible score for each principle and for the grand score possible.
Eighteen mean scores, standard deviations, and mean percentage scores were calculated.
A nineteenth mean score, variance, and mean percentage were calculated ^representing a
total score. The conversion of mean scores to mean percentages was necessary because of
the varying maximum score possible based on the differing number of grades in a particular
school or varying scores possible based on some items which featured the possibility of
multiple responses. Conversion to percentage scores also made comparisons between
various reporting groups possible.

Validity

The validity of the survey instrument was tied directly to the validity of the eighteen
principles which it was designed to measure. The eighteen principles possess a high
degree of face validity based on numerous expert reviews conducted in the course of many
of the previous studies cited frequently in this document As mentioned earlier, the survey
instrument represented a compilation and combination of items from surveys used in
previous studies. Any changes that were made to items were minor in nature and did not
alter the content being measured in the previous studies.

If the results of the survey indicate that the survey instrument did adequately
measure the content which has been previously validated, then the instrument can be
labelled as valid. The researcher felt that the validity of the survey instrument and the study
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could stand on the extensive expert reviews of the surveys used in past studies as well as
the validity of the characteristics to which the items and survey were matched.

Construct validity of the instrument tends to be supported by the evidence that
correlations between responses for individual items and their corresponding scales are
higher than other correlations(e.g., item-item, item-total).

Reliability

Correlation coefficients were computed to establish the reliability of the survey
instrument Table 3.5 reports the results of the computation of item-scale correlations.
Table 3.6 reports the results of the computation of scale-scale correlations. These results
indicate a consistently higher correlation between items and scale than between different
scales. This along with the results of a factor analysis support the notion of reliability for
the survey instrument
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Table 3.5
Item Position

Item-Scale Correlations
Principle

Correlation Coefficient

Continuous Progress
1
.63
Continuous Progress
2
.59
Continuous Progress
39
.85
Multi-Material Approach
3
.67
Multi-Material Approach
4
.72
Multi-Material Approach
5
.64
Multi-Material Approach
6
.72
Multi-Material
Approach
40
.67
Flexible Schedules
7
.91
Flexible Schedules
8
.92
Flexible Schedules
41
.53
Social Experiences
9
.69
Social Experiences
10
.72
Social Experiences
42
.52
Physical Experiences
11
.72
Physical Experiences
12
.78
Physical
Experiences
52
.73
Intramural Activities
.82
13
.84
Intramural Activities
43
Intramural
Activities
.86
54
Team Teaching
.77
14
Team Teaching
.91
15
Team
Teaching
.85
16
Team Teaching
.75
17
.82
Team Teaching
44
.56
Planned
Gradualism
18
.92
Planned Gradualism
45
.62
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
19
81
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies.
20
74
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies.
21
.71
Guidance Services
22
.87
Guidance Services
23
.82
Guidance Services
55
.82
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
25
.82
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
26
.79
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
47
.79
Creative Experiences
27
.75
Creative Experiences
28
.83
Creative Experiences
29
.68
Creative Experiences
30
.88
Security Factor
31
.76
Security Factor
32
.78
Evaluation
33
.71
Evaluation
34
.62
Evaluation
49
.86
Community Relations
35
.91
Community Relations
36
***
Student Services
37
.64
Auxiliary Staffing
38
.71
Auxiliary Staffing
56
.80
Auxiliary Staffing
57
*** Cbndations; con VI not be computed for tfiis principle because only one iem vas matched id it
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Table 3.6
Scale-Scale Correlations

Following collection and tabulation of survey data, the responses were statistically
analyzed. The major research questions of the study were analyzed as follows:

Research Question 1: What is the degree of implementation in middle grade schools in the
state of Massachusetts of basic principles and characteristics generally associated with
effective middle level schools?
Method of Analysis: Frequency distributions for responses to all survey items(l-57) were
recorded for each item and grouped by principle for all schools participating in the survey.
Mean scores and standard deviations were also computed for all items (see Appendix C).
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Mean scores were grouped by principle and converted to mean percentages of
implementation.

Research Question 2: What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in schools specifically identified as middle schools and junior high schools
in Massachusetts?
Method of Analysis: Eighteen one-way ANOVAS were calculated using the mean
responses for each of the eighteen items scales as the dependent variables and the type of
school by title, philosophy, and grade organization(middle school vs. junior high school)
as the independent variables.

Research Question 3: What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in middle grade schools in Massachusetts and those in other states based on
similar studies?
Method of Analysis: Mean responses were converted to mean percentages of application of
the eighteen principles and presented with the results of similar studies conducted in other
states.
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Endnotes
<142> Information for Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 taken from Alexander and McEwin
(1989).
Information for Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2 taken from Massachusetts Department of
Education School Directory 1969-1970 and 1986-87.
<143> Information for Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3 taken from Massachusetts Department of
Education School Directory 1989-90.
<144> Information for Table 3.4 and Figure 3.4 taken from Massachusetts Department of
Education School Directory 1989-90.
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CHAPTER IV
REPORT OF FINDINGS

This chapter reports the results of the study based on the three research questions. The
results of the survey are reported in both narrative and tabular form. Research Question 1
was concerned with the degree of implementation of the principles/characteristics associated
with quality education in the middle grades in Massachusetts public schools. Table 4.1
reports the mean percentages of implementation of the eighteen principles in all of the
middle grade schools participating in the survey. Figure 4.1 reports the same results in
graph form.

The percentage of implementation of the principles in Massachusetts schools ranges
from a low of 45.2% in the area of student evaluation procedures to a high of 85.1% for
student services. The total mean percentage of implementation of the eighteen basic
principles was 65.8%.

Table 4.2 reports the mean percentage of implementation of the eighteen principles
in middle schools and junior high schools as identified by title by principals responding to
the survey. The percentage of implementation in middle schools ranges from a low of
46.4% in the area of student evaluation procedures to a high of 85% in the area of student
services. The percentage of implementation in junior high schools ranges from a low of
40.8% in the area of students evaluation procedures to a high of 85.5% in the area of
student services. The total mean percentage of implementation in middle schools (66.4%)
was slightly lower than junior high schools (67.3%). Figure 4.2 reports the same results in
graph form.
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Table 4.1
Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Middle
_Grade Schools (N=93)_
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PROGRAMS
72.6%
MULTI-MEDIA APPROACH
78.1%
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
47.4%
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
73.4%
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
78.6%
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
60.7%
TEAM TEACHING
67.5%
PLANNED GRADUALISM
73.5%
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
61.9%
GUIDANCE SERVICES
66.5%
BASIC LEARNING SKILLS
67.4%
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
55.0%
STUDENT SECURITY FACTORS
60.9%
EVALUATION PROCEDURES
45.2%
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
72.9%
STUDENT SERVICES
85.1%
AUXILIARY STAFFING
51.7%
TOTAL

65.8%
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Figure 4.1
Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Middle
Grade Schools (N=93)
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Table 4.2
Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Schools
_Identified by Title as Middle Schools and Junior High Schools (type-T)
Principle

Mean Percentage of Implementation
Middle Schools
Junior High Schools
N=59
N=23
72.3%
72.9%
78.4%
76.7%
51.4%
43.8%
73.2%
73.9%
77.9%
77.8%
63.1%
63.8%
73.2%
60.1%
82.4%
57.9%
62.5%
58.9%
64.7%
70.3%
66.9%
68.2%
54.0%
58.0%
61.9%
59.8%
46.4%
40.8%
72.6%
78.3%
85.0%
85.5%
55.9%
42.0%

Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Physical Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing
Total

66.4%
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Table 4.3 reports the mean percentage of implementation of the eighteen principles
in middle schools and junior high schools based on the perceived philosophical orientation
of the school as reported by principals responding to the survey. The range of
implementation of the principles in schools perceived to be following a middle school
philosophy included a low of 47.3% in the area of student evaluation procedures to a high
of 87.3% in the area of student services. The range of implementation in those schools
reported to be functioning as a junior high school included a low of 33.8% in the area of
flexible scheduling and a high of 77.3% in the area of student services. The total mean
percentage of implementation in those schools considered to be following a middle school
philosophy was higher than those schools perceived as junior high schools (68.5% vs
56.6%). Figure 4.3 reports the same results in graph form.

Table 4.4 reports the mean percentage of implementation of the eighteen principles
in schools as reported by grade organization patterns. The range of implementation in 5-8
schools includes a low of 42.1% in student evaluation procedures to a high of 84.7% in the
area of student services. The range of implementation in 6-8 schools is 46.4% - 84.5% in
the same two areas. The range in 7-8 schools includes a low of 38.4% in the area of
flexible scheduling and a high of 84% in the area of student services. The "other" category
included schools reporting any other grade organization pattern. Figure 4.4 reports the
same results in graph form.
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Table 4.3
Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Schools
Identified by Philosophy as Middle Schools and Junior High Schools (type-P)
Principle

Mean Percentage of Implementation
Middle School
Junior High School
N= 59
N=25
76.3%
62.4%
80.7%
73.3%
54.5%
33.8%
75.6%
69.2%
80.2%
73.6%
62.5%
58.6%
78.5%
42.3%
84.6%
46.7%
65.1%
55.1%
68.5%
60.6%
70.4%
55.7%
56.5%
49.0%
63.3%
52.8%
47.3%
38.7%
74.6%
66.7%
87.3%
77.3%
55.0%
40.1%
68.5%
56.6%

Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Physical Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing
Total

■ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
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Table 4.4
Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Schools
Based on Grade Organization (type-Grade)_
Principle

Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Physical Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing
Total

5-8
N=12
62.2%
82.2%
62.5%
70.0%
80.1%
60.6%
68.6%
87.9%
57.4%
51.9%
60.0%
44.4%
50.0%
42.1%
65.3%
84.7%
53.3%
62.5%

Mean Percentage of Implementation
by Grade Organization
6-8
7-8
Other
N=43
N=29
N=9
112%
68.8%
74.7%
77.9%
77.0%
77.0%
49.7%
38.4%
42.0%
74.7%
74.2%
68.9%
112%
79.2%
80.9%
65.2%
51.1%
69.4%
76.6%
52.4%
71.3%
79.3%
53.1%
90.7%
63.2%
62.3%
60.5%
67.8%
67.0%
76.7%
68.9%
63.9%
81.5%
55.8%
55.5%
63.9%
62.0%
62.6%
64.6%
46.4%
44.2%
46.9%
73.6%
73.6%
77.8%
84.5%
84.0%
93.0%
54.8%
45.3%
53.0%
67.8%
61.3%
69.0%

Mean Percentage of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts Schools
Based on Grade Organization (type-Grade)
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Research Question 2 was concerned with whether there was a significant difference
in the degree of implementation of the characteristics in schools identified as middle schools
and junior high schools.
Table 4.5 reports the results of an analysis of variance of the implementation of the
principles based on the type of school by title. The results indicate that there is a significant
difference(p < .05) in the areas of team teaching, planned gradualism, and the use of
auxiliary staff.

Table 4.5
Analysis of Variance of the Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts
Schools Identified by Title as Middle Schools or Junior High Schools

Principle

Degrees
of Freedom

Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mean Squares

6.377
4.915
8.678
8.847
8.662
.2817
.9170
2.034
5.111
2.743
2.669
6.512
5.010
5.305
3.796
.2958

* indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05)
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F Ratio
.02
.24
1.51
.00
.01
4.18
16.50
.51
.87
.05
.72
.13
1.55
1.34
.01
9.10

Significance
ofF
.90
.63
.22
.97
.93
.04*
.0001*
.48
1
.35
.83
.40
.71
.22
.25
.92
.0035*

Table 4.6 reports the results of an analysis of variance of the implementation of the
principles based on the type of school by philosophy. This refers to how principals
responded to the statement: "The school as you see it in practice based on your knowledge
of middle grades educational philosophy is best described as:". The results indicate that
there is a significant difference in implementation in the areas of continuous progress
programming, use of a multi-material approach, flexible scheduling, team teaching,
planned gradualism, exploratory/enrichment programs and activities, emphasis on basic
learning skills, student security factors, student evaluation procedures, and the use of
auxiliary staffing.

Table 4.6
Analysis of Variance of the Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts
Schools Identified by Philosophy as Middle Schools or Junior High Schools

Principle

Degrees
of Freedom

Mean Squares

F Ratio

Significance
ofF

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.3343
9.202
.6999
7.156
7.308
.0245
2.297
2.454
.1755
.1095
.3828
9.869
.188
.1279
.1099
.174
.3342

9.72
4.97
13.89
2.45
2.21
.18
50.42
53.28
4.92
1.94
7.67
2.71
4.13
3.8
2.41
3.66
10.19

.0025*
.02*
.0004*
.12
.14
.67
.00*
.00*
.02*
.16
.006*
.10
.045*
.05*
.12
.06
.002*

Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Physical Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing

* indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05)
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Table 4.7 reports the results of an analysis of variance of implementation based on
the grade organization pattern in the schools. The results indicate that there is a significant
difference in implementation in the areas of continuous progress programming, flexible
scheduling, team teaching, and planned gradualism.

Table 4.7
Analysis of Variance of the Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Massachusetts
Schools Based on Grade Organization Patterns
Principle
Degrees
Mean Squares
F Ratio
Significance
of Freedom
ofF
Continuous Progress
Multi-Material Approach
Flexible Schedules
Social Experiences
Physical Experiences
Intramural Activities
Team Teaching
Planned Gradualism
Exploratory and Enrichment Studies
Guidance Services
Basic Skill Repair and Extension
Creative Experiences
Security Factor
Evaluation
Community Relations
Student Services
Auxiliary Staffing

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

.1202
1.189
.2461
1.116
5.299
.156
.5085
.7289
1.593
.1158
4.595
6.493
7.775
1.008
3.571
4.097
7.549

3.13
.56
4.43
.37
.15
1.13
7.74
11.75
.39
2.07
.80
1.72
1.64
.30
.77
.01
2.09

.05*
.57
.02*
.69
.86
.33
.0008*
.00*
.68
.13
.45
.19
.20
.74
1
.46
.99
1
.!3

* indicates a statistically significant difference (p<.05)

Research Question 3 was concerned with the differences that exist in the
implementation of the principles and characteristics associated with quality education in the
middle grades in Massachusetts as compared with other states in which similar studies have
been conducted. Table 4.8 reports the results of a comparison of the mean percentage of
implementation of the eighteen principles in the following states: Michigan, California,
Ohio, Missouri, and Massachusetts.
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The results indicate that the level of implementation for all of the eighteen basic
principles is considerably higher in Massachusetts than in the other states studied. There
are factors to be considered when examining these results. The primary factor to consider
is the fact that the other four studies were conducted between fifteen and twenty years
ago(Michigan, 1971; California, 1974; Ohio, 1976; Missouri, 1978). Based on the results
presented, you could draw the conclusion that Massachusetts public middle grade schools
implement the principles associated with quality education to a much higher degree than the
other states. You could also make the point that the percentage of implementation of the
principles in those states would be higher if those studies were to be replicated at this time.
In any event a total mean percentage of implementation of 65.8% as opposed to a total
combined mean percentage of 48.8% indicates improvement whatever the reason. Figure
4.5 reports the same results in graph form.

Table 4.9 reports the results of a comparison between the mean percentage of
implementation for each of the eighteen principles for the four previous studies combined
and the mean percentage of implementation for each principle in the Massachusetts study.
The table also includes the percentage increase/decrease between the studies for each
principle and for the total.

The results indicate that the increase in the mean percentage of implementation of
the principles ranges from a low of 3.3% in the area of providing appropriate physical
experiences for middle grade students to a high of 40.5% in the area of team teaching and
41.1% in the provision of continuous progress programming. In contrast, the results
indicate that Massachusetts schools have a lower mean percentage of implementation in the
area of providing for student security factors. The overall increase in the mean percentage
of implementation of the principles between Massachusetts and the other states is 17.6%.
Figure 4.6 reports the same results in graph form.
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Table 4.8
A Comparison of the Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Middle Grade Schools
in Five States Based on the Results of Survey Research._
PRINCIPLE
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PROGRAMS
MULTI-MEDIA APPROACH
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
TEAM TEACHING
PLANNED GRADUALISM
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
GUIDANCE SERVICES
BASIC LEARNING SKILLS
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
STUDENT SECURITY FACTORS
EVALUATION PROCEDURES
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
STUDENT SERVICES
AUXILIARY STAFFING

MI
24.4%
62.5%
28.9%
52.7%
69.7%
47.4%
22.2%
46.7%
41.1%
41.7%
50.3%
42.9%
60.4%
37.2%
41.1%
78.7%
37.9%

CA
38%
65.1%
32.8%
51.9%
77.6%
50.6%
33%
43.7%
54.2%
48.4%
60.2%
53.2%
71.6%
34.8%
42.5%
69.1%
51%

OH
33%
67.3%
29.8%
51.6%
77.2%
54.9%
27.7%
45.8%
28%
54.9%
55.6%
40.6%
52.2%
48.6%
44.7%
70.6%
37%

MO
30.2%
65%
22.5%
51.9%
77%
52.7%
25.2%
37.5%
48.6%
58.8%
59.1%
46.8%
69.2%
44.2%
36.8%
62.3%
40.7%

MA |
72.5%
78.1%
47.4%
73.4%
78.6%
60.7%
67.5%
73.5%
62%
66.5%
67.4%
55%
60.9%
45.2%
72.9%
85.1%
51.7%

TOTAL

45.5%

50.9%

47.9%

48.4%

65.8%

I Michigan

I California

□ Ohio

I Missouri

B Massachusetts

LU

PRINCIPLE
Figure 4.5
A Comparison of the Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles in Middle Grade Schools
in Five States Based on the Results of Survey Research.
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Table 4.9
A Comparison of the Percentage Difference of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles
in Massachusetts and Four Other States Based on the Results of Survey Research
PRINCIPLE
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PROGRAMS
MULTI-MEDIA APPROACH
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
TEAM TEACHING
PLANNED GRADUALISM
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
GUIDANCE SERVICES
BASIC LEARNING SKILLS
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
STUDENT SECURITY FACTORS
EVALUATION PROCEDURES
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
STUDENT SERVICES
AUXILIARY STAFFING
TOTAL

OTHER
STATES
31.4%
65%
28.5%
52%
75.3%
51.4%
27%
43.4%
43%
51%
56.3%
45.9%
63.3%
41.2%
41.3%
70.2%
41.7%

72.5%
78.1%
47.4%
73.4%
78.6%
60.7%
67.5%
73.5%
62%
66.5%
67.4%
55%
60.9%
45.2%
72.9%
85.1%
51.7%

% INCREASE/
DECREASE
+41.1%
+13.1%
+ 18.9%
+21.4%
+3.3%
+9.3%
+40.5%
+30.1
+19%
+15.5%
+11.1%
+9.1%
-2.4%
+4%
+31.6%
+14.9%
+10%

48.2%

65.8%

+17.6%

ES COMBINED

MA
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A Comparison of the Percentage Difference of Implementation of Eighteen Basic Principles
in Massachusetts and Four Other States Based on the Results of Survey Research
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Study

Purpose. The purpose of the study was to examine the degree to which basic principles and
characteristics associated with quality education at the middle grade level in public schools
is currently implemented in Massachusetts. A secondary purpose was to determine if there
were any significant differences in the implementation of these principles in schools
specifically identified as middle schools and junior high schools. The specific research
questions upon which the study was based included:

(1) What is the degree of implementation in middle grade schools in
the state of Massachusetts of basic principles and characteristics
generally associated with effective middle level schools?
(2) What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in middle grade schools in Massachusetts and other
states based on similar studies?
(3) What differences exist in the degree of implementation of these
characteristics in schools specifically identified as middle schools
and junior high schools in Massachusetts?

Procedures. A search of the literature was conducted to identify those principles and
characteristics most commonly associated with the delivery of quality educational programs
and services to students in middle grade schools. The search also established the relevance
and credibility of those principles in an examination of the research conducted in the area of
middle level education.
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A survey instrument was developed for the purpose of examining middle grade
principals' perceptions of the degree to which the identified principles were currently
implemented in their schools. The survey contained several items matched to each of the
principles which measured different aspects of the content of the principles.

The survey instruments were mailed to the principals of 125 middle grade schools
chosen at random from the total population of schools in the state. Surveys were returned
by 93 schools for an overall participation rate of 74%. The data were analyzed using
frequency distributions of responses, mean responses, analyses of variance, correlations of
response patterns, and factor analyses of responses. The findings of the study are reported
in detail in Chapter IV.

Summary of Findings

The analysis of mean responses indicated that the basic principles are currently
implemented in Massachusetts middle grade schools to varying degrees. The mean
percentage of implementation ranges from a low of 45.2% to a high of 85.1% with a
combined mean percentage of implementation of 65.8% These results represent a greater
degree of implementation of the principles in all but one area when compared with the
results of similar studies conducted in other states in past years.

An analysis of variance between those schools identified as middle schools and
junior high schools by title revealed statistically significant differences in the
implementation of just three of the basic principles. The survey results showed no
significant difference in implementation between middle schools and junior high schools in
the following areas:
-continuous progress programming
-multi-media approach to learning
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-flexible scheduling
-social experiences
-physical experiences
-intramural activities
-exploratory/enrichment programs
-guidance services
-basic learning skills
-creative experiences
-student security factors
-evaluation procedures
-student services
The areas where the two types of schools differ significantly in the degree of
implementation include:
-team teaching
-planned gradualism
-auxiliary staffing
An analysis of variance between those schools identified as middle schools and
junior high schools based on the principal's perception of the prevailing philosophy present
in his/her school revealed statistically significant differences in the implementation of nine
of the principles. The areas where there are significant differences based on philosophical
orientation include:

-continuous progress programming
-multi-media approach
-flexible scheduling
-team teaching
-planned gradualism
-exploratory/enrichment programs
-basic learning skills
-student security factors
-evaluation procedures
-auxiliary staffing

A third analysis of variance between schools based on the grade organization
pattern within the school revealed significant differences in the implementation of four of
the principles. Schools with differing grade patterns display a significant difference in the
implementation in the following areas:
-continuous progress programming
-flexible scheduling
-team teaching
-planned gradualism
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Conclusions

Based on the results of the survey it seems reasonable to conclude that middle grade
schools in Massachusetts are not implementing to a great degree the basic principles
associated with quality education at the middle level. This conclusion is based on the result
that for two of the principles the percentage of implementation is below 50% (flexible
scheduling and student evaluation procedures) and for some others below 60% (the use of
auxiliary staffing and the provision of the opportunity for creative expression).
It is also reasonable to conclude that even though Massachusetts schools are
apparently implementing the eighteen principles to a consistently higher degree than other
states were fifteen years ago, the level of implementation is not yet to the point
recommended in research literature. This is based on the assumption that researchers who
concluded that a mean percentage of implementation of approximately 50% did not
constitute an acceptable level of implementation would be similarly unimpressed with a
mean percentage of implementation of 65.8%. This researcher believes that most
researchers would conclude that while the increase of approximately 15% over fifteen years
is heartening, it is far from inspiring. The researcher bases this conclusion on the fairly
negative tone of the Carnegie Council Report released in 1989. That report indicated that
middle grade schools were not meeting the needs of its students to the extent that they
should.

Based on the results of the analyses of variance, there are some conclusions that can
be drawn concerning the degree of implementation of the basic principles in middle schools
as opposed to junior high schools in Massachusetts. There seems to be more importance
attached to how one views the school in terms of its philosophy rather than what the sign
over the front door indicates. This is supported by the fact that there was a significant
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difference in the level of implementation of the basic principles between schools based on
identification by title versus identification by philosophy. Simply changing the name of a
school from "junior high" to "middle school" or changing from a 7-9 grade organization
pattern to a 6-8 or 5-8 is not nearly as important as a commitment to the philosophy of what
becoming a "middle school" entails.

Despite the appearance of some movement towards increased implementation of
sound educational policies and practices overall and the appearance that the differences
between implementation of these principles in middle schools and junior high schools are
becoming more significant, the conclusion still seems to be valid that middle grade schools
are more alike than different While it appears that the middle school reform movement has
more than likely been responsible for the creation of schools which can better serve the
needs of its students, the conclusion still seems valid that the middle school movement
must be much more than a rearrangement of grade structure, a name change, or the
establishment of teacher teams.

Recommendations for Further Research

There were certain aspects of the study that limit the scope of recommendations that
can be made. The results of the study are based on the perceptions of one person from
each of the schools participating in the study and the perceptions of that person and others
are being generalized to represent the perceptions of others statewide. These perceptions
are also those of school administration. Of equal and perhaps more import would be the
perceptions of teachers, parents, and students on the degree of implementation of these
principles in their schools. A similar study focusing on the perceptions of one or more of
these groups could be very valuable.
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The study was based on a random sample of all schools in the state of
Massachusetts. Although this type of sample was judged to be the most appropriate for a
statewide survey, it lacked the ability to make statements about the implementation of sound
educational practices in schools based on factors such as community size, racial/ethnic
composition, urban-suburban-rural location, etc. A study based on
any one of these factors could yield valuable information.

The study made no judgments on the degree to which the principles are
implemented in individual schools. Further study could answer such questions as how
fully implemented the principles are within a school across grade levels or across a span of
years.

The study examined a broad spectrum of educational practices that included issues
such as instructional technique, facilities, materials, evaluation, staffing, etc.. A further
examination of practices that seem to be more prevalent in schools(e.g., team teaching) or
the one area where there seems to have been a decline-student security factors-could
prove to be very enlightening.
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APPENDIX A
MAILINGS SENT TO SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
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June 20, 1991

Dear Principal,

The enclosed survey instrument is designed to collect information from principals of middle
grade schools throughout the state of Massachusetts. The results from this survey will be
used in a study I am conducting as part of my doctoral program at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst. The purpose of this study is to determine the degree to which
middle grade schools in Massachusetts implement basic principles and characteristics
associated with quality education at the middle level.

The survey is being mailed to approximately 150 middle level principals statewide.
Surveys are also being mailed to smaller samples of principals in K-8 elementary and 7-12
regional schools. You may be, in some cases, the only principal and school being
surveyed in your community or regional school district, so it is very important that you
respond if at all possible to ensure that your community has input into this study. However
I also want to stress the voluntary nature of your involvement.

Please be assured that confidentiality and anonymity are of paramount importance in this
study. You may notice that the surveys are not coded to identify in any way the respondent
or community from which the survey is received. Results will be reported only in terms of
the type of school from which the survey is received. To spare yourself the inconvenience
of receiving a follow-up mailing and to allow me to document the level of participation of
selected schools without identifying them, please complete and return the enclosed postcard
under separate cover from your survey. I would appreciate receiving the postcard even if
you choose not to complete the survey.
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I hope that the timing of this mailing allows you an opportunity to participate in this study.
I would like to ask that you make every effort to complete the survey and return it to me
prior to July 13,1991. To return the survey simply fold it in thirds with the return address
and postage facing out and secure it with a staple.

If you have any questions or concerns about the survey and the study or if you wish to
receive a brief summary of survey results when they become available, please contact me
by mail or telephone. As a fellow school administrator I appreciate the demands made on
your time and want you to know that your assistance is valued and appreciated. I hope that
you have a restful and productive summer.

Sincerely,

Michael Rooney
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July 16, 1991

Dear Principal,

I recently mailed a survey instrument to your school requesting participation in a study of
middle grade schools in Massachusetts that I am conducting as part of my doctoral program
at the University of Massachusetts. While response has been encouraging to this point, I
would like to make another effort to enlist support and participation in this project.

You may have already completed and returned your survey and forgotten to also return the
postcard that I included. I would appreciate receiving the postcard in order to document
participation of your school. If you have recently returned the survey and the postcard and
they cross in the mail with this letter, please accept my thanks for your assistance and
disregard this letter. If you have been fortunate enough to have had some time off since the
close of school and are just returning to a pile of back mail, I would appreciate it if you
could make an effort to include my survey somewhere in your list of tasks over the next
few days.

This project and your participation in it are very important to me. If you have any
questions or concerns that may be causing you to hesitate about paticipating, please do not
hesitate to contact me at either (413 625-9811 (days) or (413) 549-1881 (evenings).

Sincerely,

Michael Rooney
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August 27,1991

Dear Principal,

Yes, it is the person with that survey writing to you again! I apologize for the
inconvenience, but this last appeal is very necessary and crucial to validity of my study.
You are receiving this mailing because your school is in one of three categories of
community size, type, or location for which I have received a low response. Without
increased response in these categories, the validity of my study may be questioned.

You should have already received one or more copies of the green survey and return post
card in prior mailings. If these have been lost or misplaced, I have enclosed another copy
of the survey. I assure you that I will not be sending you any further correspondence. As
a school administrator I understand fully the demands placed on your time, but I have
placed a great amount of time and effort into this study and I feel that I will be able to make
some positive statements about middle level education in the state of Massachusetts.

Thank you for your consideration and best wishes for a successful academic year ahead.

Sincerely,

Michael Rooney
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY INSTRUMENT WITH WEIGHTED RESPONSE VALUES
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MIDDLE GRADES SURVEY - PART I
UIKHCiIIONS: Loch of thefollowing Male merits describes a principle or characteristic that has been identified in research in the field of middle
grades education as being fundamental to an ideal nuddlc grades program. For each statement place a circle around the number that
___f.

W.. «U A_- 1^ ...L.-L __/..I

«I_*_I

_

•

.

*

.

.

.

.

.....

I’KACTICIil) in your school.
CIKCIJ-:

0 FOR NOT A TAIJ,• / FOR MINIMA!J.Y; 2 FOR MODERATELY; J FOR F XT UN SI V ELY.

1(A). Tlic instructional program provides students willi
sequenced Iciuuing activities
2(A).

Tlic instructional |aogram allows students to

|*ogrcss at llicir own talc of learning
3(11). Tlic instructional (augraiii utilizes various (onus
of audio-visual materials

0

1

2

3

sludcnLs to explore aicas of individual interest widiin die

0

1

2

0

l

2

JT

curriculum

T

course offerings dial slialenls can (nirsuc

iiulc|icndcul learning, demonstrations)

all students

1

0

2

3

3(11). Hie scliool libraty/iitcdia center contains supple¬
mentary reading materials lira! complement classroom
lcxll>ooks((iclion, nonfiction, reference)
6(H). Teachers vary activities to reflect differences in
maturity level among students
7(C).

Hie schedule is flexible in terms of time

org.inir,-ilion(|icrinds of varying length)

0

1

2

3

group setting whatever appropriate

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

sor-advisee |Kograrn dial encourage sludaits Ur form a

0

1

2

3

23(L).

'lire scliool program provides students widi

(Ugani/edo|i)X)ilumlics to improve basic skills as needed

0

1

2

3

26(L). Remediation is provided to all sludaits as needed
dirough formal programs

0

1

2

3

27(M). Tlic scliool places an emphasis on activities dial
are organized, developed, and managed by students

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1J 2

3

0

l

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

28(M). Sludaits are allowed unsuuclurcd lime whai

students

unotdtodox ideas can be discussed and explored widiout
fear of (treasure or judginait

10(0). Social experiences are structured to encourage
interaction lielwccn students of die o|<|x>sile sex

0

1

2

3

1 l(L). Curricular and co-cutricular activities stress die
involvement of students as participant radicr dian spec¬

2V(M). 'lire scliool provides a forum for students to
excess acalivc ideas in almos|>hcrc of acceptance
30(M). Tltc school program is sUuclurcd to entourage

0

1

2

3

sludaits U>cx|scss diansclvcs in a creative (ashion(c.g.,

tator

musical programs, ncws|>a|icr. dramatic |>rnduclions)

I2(l:). Physicalcx|icricnccs areoflcted dial arc ap|*o-

3I(N).

|n ialc for die |>hysical, emotional, and social needs of die

1

0

2

3

Sludaits are encouraged to form groups to

promote emotional su|iport between dian and dicir

early adolescent

|>cas

1 J(l;). Tlic scliool provides a broad range of inUaiiiural

32(N). Tlic scliool |rrovidcs an aumtsplicre wliae a

activities dial arc cni|iliasi/ed over inlcrsliolaslic aclivi-

1

0

2

3

student feels a sense of accciKancc as part of a peer group

tics

33(0). Ilic scliool isograin features a system of sludail

14(C). Tcacliers arc (wut of a team dial shares in die

evaluation dial is positive in nature and nondircalaiiug

planning, decision making, implementation, and evalu-

1

0

2

3

13(C). Lacli teacher is assigned to an interdisciplinary
team dint is tcs|>onsihlc for a S|xxilic group of students

1

0

2

3

assess dicir own progress duougli some form of self-

1

0

7

A*

a
J

Hie scliool program places an empliasis on

fostaing positive community relations

die school day

36(1’). Hie school continuously informs die conuiiunity

17(C). Tcacliers present material and lessons to slu-

of die unique nature of middle gratlcs |wograms

dents jointly on a regular basis

0

1

2

3

1

0

2

3

cx|ict icnces of students as o|i|arsed to providing special¬
ized training

social workcis. S|>ecial education)
38(K). Hie scliool uuli/es a diverse variety ol people

cmentaiy and secondary sellouts
IV(i). Tlic school program is designed to broaden die

37(Q). Hie school provides a broad spocuum of specialized savices for students(c.g., school (Bydiologisls.

18(11). Hie sclioul is designed to be a lit idge between die
insuuclional and developmental cx|iciicnccs of die el-

•

evaluation
35(1’).

Tcatlias are given die o|i|K>iluniiy to meet

logcdicr on a regular basis to plan cooperatively during

in a|iproach
34(0). Hie evaluation process allows for students to

at ion of curriculum for a s|iccific group of students

16(C).

1

S|tccial relationship widi an individual staff incmlicr

V(D). Social cx|icricnccs arc planned for students dial
arc different from social experiences for high school

2J(J). Tlic scliool olfas students guidance services in a

0

24(J). Tlic school emphasizes die concepts of an advi¬

8(C). 'lire daily schedule allows for changes dictated by
students and trnchcts based on sliNlenl needs

21(1). Hie scliool |xogram oilers a number of elective

22(J). Hie school ollas individual guidance services to

4(11). Tcaclici* utilize a variety of insuuclional ap|a oat Iks acioss tlic curiiculuin(c.g., group |trojcclx,

20(1). The scliool provides activities dial encourage

0

1

2

3

from die community in many ways to enrich die instruc¬
tional |itograni

MIDDLE GRADES SURVEY - PART II
1HKKCTIONS: Place a check mark !■?>! to the one response that best describes llic situation In your scliord as It relates In the question.
39(A). Continuous |aogiess |«ograms in die scliool uc planned lor
46(1). What |icrccnlagc of tlic total program docs an elective (wogram

students ova a span of:
_1_ one year.

3_Uuce years.

2 iwo years.

_ii_ programs are nul

with an anpliasis on exploration related arts constitute in your scIkkiI?

JL less Ilian

planned aaoss years

3 15-25%

46(11). Tire use of •nulli|>lc textbooks or su|>|ilcnic>ilary inalaials is used
in:

10%

2

10-15%

0 more than 25%

t) no elective courses are oilacd
47(L). Special classes to provide exUa instruction in tlic basic skill areas

3 neatly all courses.

J

only a few courses.

2 most courses.

0

none of lire courses.

are:
0 not available in lire scIkkiI.

41(C). Tlic most conuiron lime block used to build a mas let sclicdulc is:

_1_ available to students diagnosed with S|iccial needs.
1 less Ilian 30 minule modules.

2

30-43 minute modules.

1 45-60 minute modules.

4

a combination so

2 available to reguaJar education students and S|icciaJ needs
students on a limited basis.

divasc that no basic

4 available to all studaits as needed.

module is used.
42(U). A|>pioximalcly wlial pcrcail of your studail body participates in al

48(M). Programs to atcouragc studail expression such as debate teams,

least one co-curricular or extracurricular activity?

dramatic |aoduclions, mock Uials, etc. arc:

0 none because Uic sc I too I lias tK> fxogiani
1

less Ilian 25%

2

4 included in tlic regular program of instruction.

25-50%

3 included as part of an enrichment program.
3 50-75%

4 more Ilian 75%
0 not included in any part of tlic school |*ograrn.

4J(la')‘ InUaiiiural activities oftai use tlic same facilities as inictscliolaslic
49(0). Parent-teacher confcraiccs arc held on a school-wide basis:
activities. Wliat a conflict arises, liow is it usually resolved?

0 not at all.

_JL once per year.

4 Hus does not occur because line is no intersdiolaslrc jxugiaui

2 twice per year.

_3_ Uuce limes per year.

4 intramural activities have priority

4 four or more times pa year

U 'I'ltis docs not occur because tl«crc is no intramural program

0 inictscliolaslic activities have priority

50(0). formal evaluations of student |>aforniaricc arc rcjiorlcd through:

44(C). Wlial iicicailagc of your leaching staff is involved in a team

1 standard report cards with numba or Ictla grades.

leaching situation?

2 teacher conunaits on a $|>cciali/rd report fotin.

0 none

_!_ less titan 25%

2

25-50%

_3_ 50-75%

4

ova 73%

3 parail-lcacha confcraiccs.
4 mucnt tcachct-sludcnl conferences.

,

5I(P). Tlic scliool provides informational j no grams related to school
45(11). Which of the following best describes your school program as it
evolves from cntollmail to completion of tlic last grade?
0 completely self-contained program for all grades
() completely depatUuailali/.od lor all grades
1

muddied deparUiiailalircd(block lime, cote programs)

2 program moves front largely self-contained to fully
dc|>ai ImailaJi/cd

3 program moves from largely self-contained to partially
departmentalized

function:

() wlicn requested by paraits.
1

■

once or twice |icr year al official functions like ojicti house.

2 during regularly scheduled parent meetings llucc or four

limes per year.
4 wlicncva new ir iJ on nation needs to be passed oil

MIDDLE ((HAULS SURVEY - PART 111
D1KFXTIONS: For each question in this section, place a check murk next to al] of the response choices tliut apply to your school.

52(E). Wlial degree of cutpliasis (Joes (Jic physical education |*ogram in

5J(D). Social functions arc lick! at die sclmol:

your stliool give lo die conqiciilivc and dcvclopnciiial aspects of die
various activities for buys and girls7

Dututg die afternoon

During die evening

HOYS

GIRLS

(hade 5

2

0

COMPETITIVE

11 moil

D.hioii

2, MEDIUM

Giadc 6

ASPECTS

2 medium

2

0

Alow

Alow

Grade 7

2

1

A men
2 MEDIUM
11 LOW

A high
2 MEDIUM
11 LOW

Grade 8

2

1

2

1

DEVELOPMENTAL
ASPECTS

Grade 9

55(K). How are group guidance and counscluig sessions scheduled in
5*l(l;). Intramural activities in llic sc I tool are scheduJod for:

All Students

Girls

Hoys

your sclmol?

No Students

Regular Sessions

S|iccial Sessions

None

(made 5

4

1

1

0

Grade 5

4

1

0

(hade 6

4

1

1

0

Grade 6

4

1

0

Grade 7

4

1

1

0

Grade 7

4

1

0

4

1

0

4

1

0

(hade 8

4

1

1

0

Grade 8

(hade V

4

1

1

0

Grade 9

3(>(K). Wluch of die following arc part of die icatlung teams in your

57(K). Which of die following arc utilized on a regular basis in your
sellout?

scliool?

1 jiaid para|iroIcssioiials

1 classroom Icaclicrs

_I_ unilicd/rclalcd arts teachers

1 parapiofcssionals
JL s|iccial education tcaclicts

J_ student Icaclicrs

1 community volunteers

Jl_ admiuislratois

1 student icaclicrs

JL jiarcnl volunteers
JL student volunteers

MIDDLE GRADES SURVEY ~ PART IV
DiUFiCTIONS: Finch »f the following questions asks for particular information alxrut your school and program. The information
will he used primarily to group results according to specific information requested.
60. The scliool as you see it in |*aclice based on your knowledge'of
middle grades educational pliilosoi>hy is best described as:
58. What position do you currcnUy Isold in your sclmul7
_l’tinci|ial

_Curriculum Coordinator

_Assistant l*iincipal

_Odicr_

5V. Hie ly|ic of scliool as designated by its title is:

_Elementary
_Middle School

_Elementary

_Junior High

_Middle Scliool

_Odicr_

61. llic grade organization |iailern in your scliool is:
_58

_68

_7-8

_Junior High

_K 8

_7-9

_7-12

_Odicr_

Odicr_

APPENDIX C
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND MINIMUM/MAXIMUM SCORES FOR
ALL SURVEY ITEMS
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND MINIMUM/MAXIMUM SCORES FOR
ALL SURVEY ITEMS
Item
Position
1
2
39
3
4
5
6
40
7
8
41
9
10
42
11
12
52(A+B)
52(C+D)
13
43
54
14
15
16
17
44
18
45
19
20
21
22
23
55
25
26
47
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
49
35
36
37
38
56
57

Principles

mean

CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH
MULTI-MATERIAL APPROACH
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
TEAM TEACHING
TEAM TEACHING
TEAM TEACHING
TEAM TEACHING
TEAM TEACHING
PLANNED GRADUALISM
PLANNED GRADUALISM
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT
EXPLORATORY/ENRICHMENT
GUIDANCE SERVICES
GUIDANCE SERVICES
GUIDANCE SERVICES
BASIC SKILL REPAIR
BASIC SKILL REPAIR
BASIC SKILL REPAIR
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
SECURITY FACTOR
SECURITY FACTOR
EVALUATION
EVALUATION
EVALUATION
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
STUDENT SERVICES
AUXILIARY STAFFING
AUXILIARY STAFFING
AUXILIARY STAFFING
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2.47
1.87
1.45
2.43
2.49
2.45
2.06
2.23
1.47
1.68
1.60
2.43
2.18
2.63
2.35
2.43
2.23
3.05
1.82
1.90
2.97
2.38
2.18
2.13
1.53
2.53
2.34
.95
2.38
1.95
1.29
2.40
2.01
2.03
2.06
2.16
2.45
1.47
1.13
1.77
2.23
1.40
2.26
1.79
.98
1.72
2.31
2.06
2.55
1.71
2.71
2.66

Standard Minimum Maximum
Deviation Score
Score
.56
1
.66
0
.81
0
.59
1
.56
1
.65
0
.64
1
.81
1
1.03
0
1.03
0
.74
0
.65
1
.75
0
.92
0
.65
1
1
.63
1.34
0
1.28
0
1.05
0
2.00
0
1.71
0
.81
0
0
1.13
1.07
0
.84
0
1.47
0
1
.65
0
.83
.66
0
0
.75
.98
0
.74
0
.84
0
0
1.50
0
.83
0
.85
0
1.31
0
.67
0
.82
0
.80
0
.81
0
.90
0
.66
0
.80
0
.74
0
1.09
1
.64
0
.78
0
.65
0
.72
0
1.52
0
1.48
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